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An investigation has been carried out on
the biochemical aspects of the infection of cucumbers
by two plant viruses Cucumber Mosaic Virus (CMV) and
Tobacco Ringspot Virus (TRSV).
1. Attempts \.üere made to charact.erise the
TRSV-induced RNA species (replicative form, replicative
intermediate and viral RNA genome); RNA was extracted
from cucumber cotyledons using the phenol method and
analysed on 2.4e" polyacrl'lamide gels. No dif f erences in
gel patterns between healthy and infected plants could
be found in either single labeIling studies (plants
labelled through the roots with 32p-orthophosphate) or
with double-labeIling studies (plants labelled through
the roots with either 32p-orthophosphate or 3H-uridine);
actinomycin D, although completely abolishing ribosomal RNA
synthesis, did not show up any differences between healthy
and TRSV-infected cucumber RNA extracts.
2. Attempts were also made to characterise
the TRSV-induced protein species. As radioactive amino
acids could not be incorporated into cucumber proteins
by absorption through the roots, 3ss-=ulphate was used
as the label. No differences could be found between
healthy and infected protein extracts analysed. by
polyacrylamide geI electrophoresis. Further atternpts
to íncorporate radioactive amino acids using tissue slices
xaL].
and other method.s were also unsuccessful. An alternative
approach of differentialll' labelIing healthy and infected
plant proteins after extraction b1' reduction and
carboxymethylation with either 3H or I4c-io.loacetic acid
produced variable and unrel-iabIe radj_oactive protein
profiles on polyacrylamide ge1s.
3. A comparison of the properties was made
between the CMV-induced and. the TRSV-induced RNA poly-
merases, both soluble and particulate enz]¡mes; these
enzlzmes were undetectable in healthy plants. Both the
soluble and particulate RNA pollzmerases from TRSV-infected
cucumbers were detectable two days after infection and
declined rapidly after four days, whereas the CMV-induced
enzymes appear after about five days, reach a plateau
level at 10 days and remained at this 1evel for several
more days. The mol. wt. of the soluble CMV-induced RNA
polymerase was calculated by sucrose gradient centrifugation
to be 123,000 daltons while the soluble TRSV-induced enzlzme
sedimented over a wide range of 120-180r000 daltons.
Sotubilising the particulat,e CMV-induced RNA pollzmerase
could be accomplished by incubating with 50-100mM MgSOn
or by freezing and thawing, but these methods did not
release the particulate TRSV-induced enzlzme. All other
properties tested v/ere similar in both c:ases. This
provided circumstantial evidence for the differences being
xt-v
due to viral-coded functions in the RN polymerase
molecules.
4. Several- purification methods have been
tried in an attempt to purify the CMV-ind'uced RNA
polymerase. Those methods that gave reasonable recoveries
r{rere protamine sulphate precipitation, phosphocellulose
chromatography (stepwise elution with either KCI or
(NH4) 
ZSOq) 
and poly c-sepharose chromatography (stepwise




The overall aim of this project was Lo carry
out an investi-gation of the replication of CMt/ in cucumber
cotyledons. I¡üork presented in the f irst part of this
thesis has been carri ed out in an attempt to characterise
the plant virus-induced- (c¡¡i¡ and tp.S\¡) mle and p::oteì-n
species present in infected cucumber cotyledons. The
second part of the thesis is concerned with the viral-
induced RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, the enzyme presumably
responsible for the replication ef viru.s RNA; some of its
properties and its partial purification are presented.
This fntroduction is first concerned with the work done
so far ín various plant virus systems on the viral coded
RNA and protein functions, after which a summary of the
properties of the various viral-induced RNA-dependent RNA
polymerases isolated so far is given
SECTION ]-. ISOLATION OF PLANT VTRAL-TNDUCED RNA
Two forms of RNA with a highly ordered secondary
structure can be extracted from ce11s infected with RNA
bacteriophages or animal RNA viruses. These are firstly a
double-stranded RNA (the replicative form, RF) which
consists of a fu1l length viral RliA strand (plus strand) and
a fuI1 lengtJ. complementary strand (minus strand)
(Weissmann et â1., 1964; tr¡Ieissmann and ochoa,1967¡ Franbl<e
ar¡ri Hofschneider, 1966¡ Baltimore, 1966; Bishop and Ko:h
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L967) and secondly, a multistranded RNA which has been
ca1led the replicative intermediate (RT). This RNA is
heterogeneous and consists of a double-stranded backbone
of constant size with attached single-stranded tails of
different lengths as shown diagrammatically in Figure 1
(erikson et a1. , 1964¡ Bal-timore and Gírard, 1966¡
Baltimore, 1968; for re:view see Stavis and August, 1970).
Experíments with the Qß RNA polymerase (Pace et al.,
196B) and crude políovirus RNA polymerase (Girard, 1969)
have shown that the RI is the immediate pt:ecursor to viral
RNA for these two viruses.
fn the plant vi-rus system, several reports on
the properties of doubl-e-stranded plant viral RNA isolated
with the aid of ribonuclease, have appeared (Burdon et aI.,
L964; Bockstahler , L967; Wolstenholme and Bockstahler,
L967; Shipp and Haselkorn, 1964; Ralph et al. ' 1965) .
wolstenholme and Bockstahler (1967) studied by electron
microscopy double-stranded RNA induced by TYI,IV and TMV and
observed branched molecufes. On extraction in the presenie
of ribonuclease they found that the fequency of branching
was dependent on the concentration of RNA in their
preparations, a finding to be expecied since their
extraction was done with a f.-ixed concentration of ribonu-
clease. The authors concluded that they were extracting
the RI, the single sLrands of which lvere being degraded
by ribonucfease. Pinck et al. (1968) isolated from
alfalfa mosaic virus infected plants, without the use of
3
ribonucleaser âD RNA which seemed to be a mixture of i¡oth
RF and RI. According to Ra1ph et al. (1965), short term
labelling of TYMV-infected chinese cabbage learres with
32n-inotganic phosphate resulted in asyminetric labelling
of the RF, while long term labeÌling gave equal radio-
activity in both strands, a finding compatible rvith an
intermediary function of this RNA. The asvmmetrical
synthesis of segments of viral plus strands in a cel1 free
extract from TYl,lV-infected chinese cabbage leaves was
demonstrated by Bové et al. (1968). These plus strands
were assocíated with minus strands in a double-stranded
f orm.
Recently several groups of r¿orkers have reported
the isolation of the RF and RI from TMV-infected tobaccos
and the RI' from STNV and TNV--i-nfected tobaccos. A discussion
of their work foll-ows.
(a) Nilsson-Tillqren Method.
One of the difficulties found in plant virus
research i s that synchronous and homogeneous infection of
cel1s could not be achieved. However, Nilsson-Tillgren
et al. (1969) overcame this problem to a certain extent
by using a method developed by Zech (L952) in which only
those ieaves v¡hich hTere almost fulJ-y expanded were used
for inoculation v¡ith TMV. tr{hen veinclearing symptoms
occurred, electron microscipal analysis showed that these
leave,s contained a majority of ce1ls at the same staEe of
infection.
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Nilsson-Tillgren (I969) labe11ed leaves through
'ta
their petioles v¡ith '=C-uridine for 1.5 hr at various times
after TI¡IV infection, extracted the nucleic acids with
phenol and chromatographed thern on l'{AK columns. Fractions
were collected and the optj-caI density at 260 mp, the
acid-ínso1uble radioactivi-ty and the ribonuclease-resistant
radioactivity determined. It v¡as found that at the out-
break of visible systemic symptoms (vej-nclearing) there
\^¡as preferential incorporation of the label into an RNA
identified as TMV RNA. Atso at this time, a small peak
appeared between the DNA and ribosomal RNA peaks; this
peak was found to be ribonuclease-resistant and due also
to its elution position, it was concluded that it was
double-stranded RNA. At later stages of infection an
increased synthesis of this RNA was found. However, when
shorter labe1ling periods were used (2-5 min) proportion-
ate11z rnore label '¿as found in the double-stranded RNA
than in ihe TMV RNA, but this decreased as the labelIing
time wás increased from 3.5 min to 30 min. This was
consistent with the idea that the double-stranded RNA was
a precursor of TMV RNA. Sucrose gradient centrifugation
put the size of this RNA at slightly less than 165.
Nilsson-TiIlgren (1969) concluded that wirat he
had isol-ated was in fact the RF of TMV replication. He
then further characuerised this double-stranded RNA
(Nilsson-Tillgren, 1970). By labelling TMV-infected plants
.)
wit'h Jtt-uridine for t hr at the period of maximum production
of viruses, extract:i-ng the nucleic acids and centrifuging
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them thrcugh a sucrose gradient, he r+as ab'le to shov¡
that the ribonuclease-resistant peak at apnroximately i6S
had a heterogeneous shoulder sedirnentinq on the heavy
side. This shoulder was partially ribonucfease-resistant
and was probably the RI. Separation of the RI¡ and RT was
possible due to the fact that the RF, together with IRNA
and residual DNA, v,zere soluble in llt't NaCl whereas the RI,
together with single-stranded viral Ia{A and ribosom.al RNA
were precipitated (Bishop and Koch , l-967 ¡ 1969) . Purifica-
tion b,y cell-ulose chromatography (Frankl-in, L966; Bishop
and Kcch, 1969) resulted in an increased specific activity
in those fractions resistant to ribcnuclease digestion.
The RF was found to be over 902 resistant to ribonuclease
when tested. in SSC, while comparable preoarations of RI
showed only 422 resistance under the same conditions. This
difference between the RF and RI was compatible with the
idea that RI molecules consíst of both single and double-
stranded regions. When, however, noth were treated with
ribonuclease under conditions which changed the secondary
structure of the RNA molecules (0. -ì- ;ç SSC or af ter thermal
denaturatíon), both were digested. This differential
bèhaviour of the RF and RI towards ribonuclease suggested
that there are two kinds of double-stranded RNA molecules
present in TMV-infected leaves, one purely double-stranded'
(RF) and the other partiall-12 double-stranded but with
singl-e-stranded branches (RI) .
Sucrose gradient ce::trifugation of both RF and
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RI showed that the RF was homogeneous and sedimented
betr^reen 1 5 and 16S . The RI, however, sedimented hetero-
geneously between 15 and approximately 30S. If before
centrifugation the RI was f irst digested with rilronucl-ease '
then the sedímentation profile resemJ:led that of the RF
except that it sedimented slightly more s1owly than did the
RF. From this Nilsson-Tillgren (1970) conclucled that the
RI had a d.ouble-stranded bacl<bone rvhrch rvas similar to the
RF. Melting of the RI released single strands of various
sizes, some of which sedimented rvith TM\/ RNA.
From these results Nilsson-Tillgren (1970)
concluded that he had in fact isolated the RF and the R.I
of TMV infection and that both \^/ere involved in the native
replication of TMV in host cetls in a similar manner to the
RNA bacteriophages and poliovirus (Fenwick et al. , 1964¡
Erikson et aI. , \966¡ Franklin, 1966¡ Baltimore and Girard,
1966; Baltimore, 1968; Bishop and Koch, 1969\.
(b ) Jackson , Mitchell, Síeoe1 Method.
Jackson et aI. (1971) infected expanded and
expanding tobacco leaves with TMV in phosphate buffer contaín-
ing Celite and 6-7 days after.inoculation, extracted the
nucleic acids by the phenoJ- methoci, purified the double-
stranded RNA by cell-ulose chromatography and characterised
it by isopycnic centrifugation in Cs ZSO4 with poly G
( p = I.7l-2 g/cc) as marker. Ultraviolet absorption photo-
graphs revealed a peak at a density of 1.615 g/cc with a
shoulder of greater density (p = 1.630 g/cc). If before
7.
sedimentation the double-stranded RNA preparation v¡as
treated r^¡ith ribonuclease, then this shoulder disappeared
leaving a single peak of density 1.613 g/cc. These
results suggested that ti^¡o species of double-stranded
RNA were present; the p - 1.615 and the p - 1.630 g/cc
components corresponded respectively to the RF and the RI
found in other PNA virus-ínfected hosts (naIph ¡ L969, for
review) .
By using the differential precipitation method
mentioned. above to separate the RF from the RI, thev
showed that the RI had a density of 1.630 g/cc which
changed to 1.613 g/cc on treatment with ribonuclease.
These results further suggested that a partially single-
stranded, partially double-stranded RNA (Rl) \'fas present
in TMV-infected tissue and that this RNA was converted to
a structure similar to the RF by ribonuclease digestion of
the single strands.
To determine whether the double-stranded RNA
extracted from Ttflz-infected leaves consisted of TMV RNA
and its ccinplementary strand, heat denatured double-stranded
RNA was incubated in the presence of 3"-rt, PNA uncler
annealing conditions, followed. by ribonuclease digestion.
Material resistant to digestion was collected on filters and
counted. There was a significant number of counts above
the controls (where no double-stranded RNA was added t ot
double-stranded RNA was annealed to 3"-t**o) indicatinq
that RNA complementary to Tl/tV RNA existed in the double-
stranded RNA.
I
By heat-denaturing double-stranded RNA and
electrophoresinq in I.6Z acrylamide and 0.5? agarose,
pollzacrylamide ge1s, Jackson et al-. (I97I) showed that
this double-stranded. PNA was composed, ê.t least in part,
of single strands of about the same size as Tl.{V RNA.
Taken together, these results indicated that Jackson et.
aI. had ín f act isol-ated the RF and tire Rf of the TMV
replication cyc1e. Further evidence came from Bradley
and Zaitlin (1971) who, using a TMV-induced RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase, synthesised in vitro_ double-strandeC
labelled material of mol. wt. 4.106 d"Ito.rs which agreed
with that quoted by Jackson et al. (L97L) for their RF.
Bradley and Zaitl-in (1971) also found a ribonuclease-
sensitive higher mol-. wt. product of about 5.106 d..Itorr=
and this was considered to be the RI.
(c) Double-stranded RNÀ frorn ThlV and STNV
Doublv-infected Tobacco Leaves.
Klein and Reichmann (1970), using the phenol
method descríbed by Bockstahler (L967), extracted two
double-stranded R|trA species from tobacco leaves, which had
been ínfected with both TNV and STNV. The lower moI. rvt.
single-stranded RNA species rzere separated from the double-
stranded species by chromatography on Sepharose 48. This
high mol. wt. RNA was digested with KOH and the base
ratios determined. It was fou¡rd that A = U and Ç = C as
expected in double-stranCed RNA. Electrophoresis on 2.42
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polyacrlzlamide gels revealed two species of double-
stranded FNA - one corresponding to the F.F of TNV and
the other to the Rr' of STNV. The identity of these
species was determined by rnelti-ng both d.ouble-stranded
RNA species, quick-cooling them and re-electrophoresing.
A shift in their mobility to that of single-stranded
TNV RNA and STNV RNA occurred.
Only preliminary annealing studies have been
attempted as yet but thelz indicate that approximately
lOU of the STNV genome \^/as incorporated into ribonuclease-
resistant material. Thus l(lein and Reichmann (1970)
appear to have isolated the RF of both TN\/ and STNV.
From the foregoing it appears that thereplícation
of single-stranded RNA plant viruses TMV, TYMV, TNV and STNV
is similar to the RNA bacteriophage systems of Q 3 and
MS2 in that both commence with the viral (plus) strand on
which is synthesised a complementary minus strand to give.
the RF. From the minus strand of this RF., in the semi-
conservat-ive model, is sYnthesised many plus strands gíving
the RI; this is represented in Figure 1. For reviet'¡s of
this process see Ralph Q969). and Stavis and August (1970).
10.
SECTION 2. TSOLATIOI{ OF PLANT VIRAL_INDUCED PROTEINS.
Although there have been reports of the isolation
of bacteríophage-induced proteins (e.9., Nathans et al.,
1966; Burgess and Denhardt , 1969 ¡ Garwes et a1. , 1969 ) and
animal viral-induced proteins (e.g., Sumners e+- a1., 1965;
I¡iaizel , L966; Jacobson and Baltimore, J-968¡ }4aize1 and
Summers, 1968¡ Shapiro and Maizel, 1969; Jacobson et al.,
I970) there have been ferr¡ corresponding reoorts for plant
virus-induced proteins. Tv¡o rece¡t papers are both concerned
with TMV infection of tobacco plants.
(a) Identification of Non-l-abelled TMV-induced
Proteins.
Van Loon and van Kammen (1970) extracted the soluble
proteins from two different strains of tobacco plants after
infecLion with TMV and subjected them to electrophoresis
on either 5ro, 7 .52 or 10å polyacrylamide geIs. Gels were
stained and the protein bands recorded by densitometry.
The two varieties of tobacco plants used, Samsun and Samsun
NN, showed different types of symptoms after infection with
TMV. Samsun reacted with systemic mosaic symptoms on
the young developing leaves 10-14 clays after inoculation,
while in Samsun NN, 1ocal lesions apÞeared on the inoculated
leaves r¿ithin¿few days. Also, only in Samsun NN plants
was glucose catabolism via the pentose shunt pathway
activated. These differences in reaction type between
the two varieties is based on the presence in the Samsun NN
11.
variety of +-he dominant gene N derived from }tricotiana
glutinosa L. (Holmes, 1938). This gene determines the
hypersensitive reacti-on upon Tl4V infection. There v¡ere
no differences in the so1'uble leaf proteins from uninfected
Samsun and Samsun NN as determined by electrophoresis of
purified extracts on polyacrylamide gels (van Loon and
van Kammen, 1968) . In Samsun IIN, the N gene prcduct,
whose presence could have explained the dj-fferences in
response to Tl.fV inf ection, \{as not identif ied. In Samsun
NN plants four neiv bands appeared one week after infection
with Tl4V. These bands \^7ere not related to the TMV coat
protein and were not new isoenzymes of peroxidase, PolY-
phenoloxidase, acid phosphatase, glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase or $-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, enzyme
activities found to increase aL different times after
inoculation (martin, 1958; Solymosy and Farkas, 1963;
van Kammen and Brouwer, 7964; Loebenstein and Linsey,
1966; Suseno and Hampton, 1966). The bands first appeared
at the onset of necrosis and increased in intensity vríth
time. In Samsun plants onllz one netr band was present
four weeks after infection and this was characterised as
the TMV coat protein by co-electrophoresis and serology.
Since the four bands appearing in Samsun NN
plants after TI'IV infection were not present in TI'{V-
infected Samsun plants in rvhich the virus multiplies
abundantly, and also tliat these same bands \^/ere found in
uninoculated parts of the plant, the authors concludec-l
that these proteins were not virus-specific functions,
12.
but host-specific. Further evidence for thj-s conclusion
was obtained from actinomycin D studies. This antibiotic'
which inhibits DNA-dependent RÌ{A synthesis but allows
TMV mulliplication (Sanger and rnight, 1963), was found
to reduce the quantity of the four bands ' although never
completely eliminating then, suggesting that it was the
host protein synthesising system that was being used
for their s-'nthesis. Thus it seemed that van Loon and
van Kammen (1970) had only been able to characterise one
viral-specific function induced upon TMV infection.
Identifying proteins solely by staining is an insensitive
method of characterising proteins which may only be
present in small quantities. Thus it would be expected
that they could only successfull-y identify the coat protein
which is presumably present in larger amounts than other
viral-coded functions.
(b) Tdentification of Labe1lecl TM\/-induced
Proteins.
Zaitlin and Hariharasubramanian (1970) succeeded
in labeIling healthy tobacco proteins with 14c-Iul-, and
TMV-inrected tobacco proteins with 3"-1"r. This \^¡as
done by cutt.ing leaves into thin slices, vacuum infiltrating
them in phosphate buffer with actinomycin D (00 Ug/mL)
followed by Íncubation for tI/Z nr at 28" in the dark in
a water bath shaker. 3n-1.t, (10pci) was then added to
the four-day infected leaves, 14"-1"r, (IOuci) to the
healthy l-eaves and the flasks incubated for a further tI /Z
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hr. Proteirrs from the 20,000 g pellet, the 'mitochondrial'
fraction were extracted, equal quantities of 14a-1.b"11ed
heatthy extracts and 3n-1ab.11"d. infected extracts rvvere
combined and co-electrophor:esed on SDS-polyacr:ylamide gels.
By plotting the =r/'n" ratio (infected to healthy) it was
found that five polypepticle components díffered consistently;
one component was depressed in diseased ti ssues whereas
four new components appeared. In an attempt to characterise
these four new peaks, 14c-1-b.11ed TMV coat protein was
co-electrophoresed with 3H-1u,, labelled Tl4V-infected plant
extracts. The fastest moving component j-n 14c-l-ab.1l-ed
virus is the coat protein monomer and this component migrated
to the exact position of the fifth peak in Tl4r/-infected
extracts. This characterised peak 5 then as the coat
protein monomer. However, wíth the type of analvsis done
by Zaitlin and Hariharasubramanian (1970), it was not
possible for them to decide ii the other three new peaks
were due to a stimulation of the synthesis of proteins
normally found in uninfected plants or from viral-coded
de novo synthesis. The authors speculated that one might
be the TMV replicase protein or a viral-coded subunit.
Evidence existed that the crude 'mitochondrial' fraction
used by Zaitlin and Hariharasubramanian was involved in
viral RNA replication. Ralph and Wojcik (1969) found
replicase activity and al-so double-stranded RNÄ in this
extract, and also Jackson et g!. (1971) have found the
RF and RI of TittV replication in this fraction (see Sec';ion
1). At the moment, ho'¡/everr rro further characterisation
14.
of these peaks has been published.
SECTION 3. PLANT VTRAL-INDUCED RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLY}IBRÄSES.
In a number of plant virus systems an RNA-dependent
RNA pollzmerase activity has been reported; in plants infected
with TMV (Kim and. i{ildman, 1962; Hudson et al., 1963¡
Karasek and Schrar.ríì, 1962; Ralph and Vüojcik, L969;
Brishammar, 1970; Se1a, I970¡ Bradley and Zait1in, I97I)¡
with BI4V (Sema1 and Hamilton, L968; Semal and Kummert, L970,
1971); rvith CMV (cilliland and Symons, 1968¡ May et â1.,
1969, 1970¡ Malz and Symons , I97I) ¡ with BBMV (Semal , L969,
1970); a¡rd with TYI{V (Astier-Manifacier and Cornuet, ]-965;
Bové et al. , l-968). Of these most have been isolated from
particulate fractions (Hudson et al., 1963; Bové et al. , 1968¡
May et â1., L970; Ralph and Wojcík, 1969; Ralph et al.,
I97I; Semal, I970i Bradley and Zaitlin, L97I) but the CtqV-
induced RNA polymerase has been found also in sol-uble
extracts (cilliland and Symon s, 1968; Ifay et a1., 1969).
This CMv-i-nduced enzyme is unique i-n that actinomycin D
is not required in the assay system to eliminater DNA-
dependent RNA synthesis which has not been detected in
cucumber preparations. AIso the other systems appear to
be insensitive to added RNA templates while the CMV-induced
RNA polymerase copies added. RNA (May and Symons I 197r') . None
of the plant virus-induced enzymes have been purified to
anywhere near the extent of the Qß replicase (Kondo et al.,
1970; Kamen, :--970) .
15.
(a) Properties of the RNA Renlicase.
(i) Dependence on nucleoside triphosphates.
In the TMV, BlrfV and CMV systems, the íncorporation
o¡ labelled nucl-eoside triphosphates into an acid-precipit-
able product by a celI-free systern vras almost completely
dependent upon the presence of all four nucleoside
triphosphates (Hudson et aI. , 1962¡ Brishammer, I970¡
Bradley and Zaitlin, I97I¡ Semal and Ham-ilton, 1968;
Gill-il-and. and Symons, L968). To avoid the possibility that
the incorporation was due to DNA-dependent RNA synthesis
and noL to the viral-induced RNA-dependent RNA synthesis,
either deoxyribonucfease (ribonuclease-free) or actinomycin
D was added to the reaction mixture. By including a
triphosphate regenerating system also in the reaction
mixture, the possibility of erroneous results due to an
RNA phosphorylase \^ras eliminated.
(ii) The nature of the products.
In most of the systems studied and mentioned
above, the virat-induced RNA replicases synthesised some
double-stranded. RNA, a necessary result since the isolation
of Rr' and RI RNA from certain viral-infected tissues has
indicated. that double-stranded RNA was indeed involved in
the normal replication cycle of the virus (see Section 1).
Thus if these RNA-dependent RNA polymerases are to be
consi,fered as the enzymes that replicate viral FNA in vivo,
then they should synthesise double-stranded RNA irr vitro.
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Brishamm.er (1970) found that his TMV-induced
RNA replicase synthesised some double-stranded RNA
during the first 20 min of assay. Bradley and Zaítlin
(1971) actua.lly phenol extracted the product of their
reaction and. found th.at 65? of it was insensitive to
pancreatic ribonr:clease but completely disgested with KOH.
Further to this, they extracted f rom Tt'{V-infected tissue
the TMV-RF according to the method of Jackson et a1.
(1971) and co-electrophoresed it with the product of the
in vi-tro RNA replicase reaction on L.6Z polyacryl-amide-
0.5? agarose ge1s. They \,vere found to correspond exactJy
thus showing that the RNA replicase isolated by Bradley
and Zaitlin (1971) from TMV-infected tobacco leaves can
synthesise in vitro the TMV-RF and thus could possibly
be the enzyme responsible for TMV replication in tobaccos.
It should be noted, however, that in all work done so far,
no-one has shown that the viral-induced RNA replicase
makes a clmplete viral RNA strand. Most likely what is
occurring is that partially made strands existing in
the crude extracts are complete<1.
The CMV-incLuced. RNA replicase, extracted- either
from solubl-e extracts or particulate extracts of cucumbers,
synthesised a product which was ribonuclease-resistant
(llay et al. I 1969 | 1970) . Nearest neighbour analysis and
a melting profile indicated further that this RNA was
double-stranded. The product of the soluble RNA polymerase
assal,ed with yeast RNA as iemplate, had a sedimentat-ion
coefficient of 55 and when assayed with CMV RNA, 65.
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Semal and Kummert (1971) isolated an RNA
replicase from BMV-infected barley leaves that on a short
a
pulse of 'H-UTP produced a product that rvas mostly
rcsistant to ribonuclease digestion and sedimented in
sucrose gradients at l-4S. This was presumed to be doubl-e-
stranded RNA. If a ionger pulse was given, however, the
label ended up in material which became increasingfy
ribonuclease-sensitive. This suggested that the first
formed prod.uct of the reaction rtras a double-stranded RNA
but this then was converted into single-stranded RNA.
This c.rasing of the l-abel from the doubl-e-stranded to the
single-stranded form could only be accomplished in the
presence of all four nucleoside triphosphates; controls
in which only 3"-UrP *"" present or without any nucleotides
did not show this effect. Holever, no complete BMV genome
could be found amongst the single-stranded RNA products
and the authors suggested that this could have l:een due
to the presence of contaminating nrcleases in the
reaction mixture. The double-stranded RNA product
isolated did not have the properties of an RI as isolated
from other systems (Plagemann and Swirn, J-968¡ Ehrenfeld
et aI., 1970) or from Tl'lV-infected tobaccos lNj-lsson-
Tillgren, 1970; Jackson et aI., 1971), but this, the,
authors claim, could also be d.ue to the nucleases.
Despite this, however, since the BMV-induced RNA replicase
firstly synthesised a double-stranded RNA product which
vrãs converted to single-strancled products suggested that
th is enzyme could be involved in the in vivo replic.ation
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Of BMV.
(fii) Tenplate specificity of the RNA
repli-case
As mentioned above, most P.NA replica-ses isolated
diC noL copy added RltrA templates, which could be due to
the extracted enzyme still having the original viral
template attached. Tv,ro P*NA replicases have been found
to copy added FNA but neither v¡as completely specific
for their RNA. The CMV-induced enzyme was found not to be
specif-i.c for CMV RNA but copied. a number of templates by
complementary base pairing (C¡,1v, TMV, TRSV, E. coli,
poly C; May and Symons, 1971). Brishammer (I970) isolated
a Tl4V-induced RNA replicase v¡hich shov¡ed some specificity
towards TMV RNA as template. Taking the r¡alue v¡ith TMV
RNA as templ¿¡g to be 1004 activity, TY¡4V RNA gave 472
activity, HRG RNA gave 232 activity while yeast rRNA
would not serve as template at al-l, Thus this partially
purified TMV-induced RNA replicase showed some specificity
towards TMV RNA, and this specificity may be enhanced by
further puri-f-ication of .the enzyme as \.\ras found with the
phage systems MS2 and Q S (Haruna et 41., 1963; Haruna and
Spiege)-man, 1965) .
Sela (1970) carried out an interesting experiment
to shorn¡ that an RNA replicase synthesised by a celI-free
protein synthesising system using TMV RNA as the mRNA
exhibited considerable specificity for TMV RNA. Sela
extracted. a celI-free protein system from tobacco leaves,
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added TMV RrIA and incubated the system in the usual way
to allow protein synthesis to occur. The products of
this incubation \izere electrophoresed on 7 .52 pclyacrylamide
gels in which highly Þolymerised RNA will not move. Gels
were polymerised in the presence of TI4V RNA, partially
purified samples from the in vitro protein synthesising
system electrophoresed and after 45 min, a sofution
containing ATP, cTP, CTP and 3"-urn *ar applied to the
ge1 and el-ectrophoresis continued for an additional 50 min.
On slicing the gels and counting the slices one large
2
peak of 'H-UTP incorporatj-on was found rvhether TMV RNA
v¡as present in the original prot ei n synthesising system or
not, but a sm.al-Ier peak appeared only if the system v,ras
primed with TMV RNA. This smaller peak was thought to
be due to the TMV-coded RNA replicase while the larger
ône was probably due to a tobacco enzyme. Sela (1970)
then tested the presumed RNA replicase for specificity
towards Tl-{V RNA by polymerising different nucleic acids
in the polyacrylamide gels and looking for the
appearance of the small-er peak. The nucleic acid samples
tried r'rer:e TMV RNA, TMV-infected tohacco RNA, pollzoma
DNA, commercial DNA, PVX RNA, ribosomal RNA, healthy tobacco
RNA and no RNA. Results were clear,' only when TMV RNA was
present, eitLrer as pure Tl4V RNA or the RNA extracted from
TMV-infected tobaccos, did the smail peak of Lhe presumed
TMV RNA replicase appear. These results indicate that
Sela has managed to synthesise in vitro the enzyme, or
part of it, responsible for TMV RNA replication.
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SECTTON 4. CONCLUDING REI4ÀRKS.
In this Introduct-'i-on, a brief survey of the
work on plant viral-induced RNA and protein species and the
viral-induced RNA-dependent FNA polyrnerase has been present-
ed. A difficulty with plant virus systerns has been to
obtain a high proportion of ceils infected with the virus.
A possible way to overcome this rvuld be to use single
ceIl suspensions which could be treated in a similar
manner to bacteríaI suspensions. Tv¡o groups have
achieved single cel-I suspensions from tobacco plants.
Takebe et al. (1968) obtained a suspension of tobacco
mesophyll protoplasts while Jensen et al. (1971) made
a suspension of tobacco leaf ce1ls either from healthy
plants or from those ínfected with Tl{V. The tobacco
mesophyll protoplasts could be infected with TMV and Tl{V
RNA (Otsuki and Takebe, \969; Takebe and Otsuki, 1969¡
Aoki and Takebe, 1969). Perhaps use of these systems
will facilitate the study of plant virus replicàtion.
In this thesis further \.^¡ork on TRSV and CMV-
induced RirTA species, protein species and the RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase is described.
FIGURE I SEMICONSERVATIVE SCHEME OF PHAGE RNA REPTICATION
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GEI.iIEPAL T.{ATERIAIS AND }{ETHODS
2I.
GENERA.L M],TERTALS AND }IETHODS
In ord.er to arzoid unnecessary repetition, those
materials and methods used more than once in subsequent
chapters of this thesis are d.escribed be1ow.
SECTION 1. MÃTERTALS.
Unlabell-ed nucleotides, pyruvate kinase (suspension
of 10 mg/ml in 2M (NH4) rSo4), pancreatic ribonuclease-A,
pancreatíc deoxyribonuclease (rj-bonucl-ease-free), haemo-
globin (Type 1), polycytidylic acid (po1y C) and sodium
dodecyl sulphate were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.,
St. Louis, l4issouri. Poly C has also been obtained from
Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, rndiana. Pronase (e grade)
was purchased from Calbiochemr California, 5r-GMP with a
specific activity of 2 mCí/ymole was prepared as described
by Symons (1966, 1968) and was converted to the triphosphate
as described by symons (1969). 32n-orthophosphoric acid
in dilute HCI, carrier-free, was obtained from the Australian
Atomic Energy Commission, Lucas Heights, N. S.w. , 35r-Sulphate,
carrier-free, 3H-uridine , 'n"- and 
3"-iodorcetic acid from
the Radiochemical Centre, .ê:nersham, England, I4"-t.constituted
protein hydrolysate from Schwarz Bioresearch Inc., Orange-
burg, New York. Bentonite was kindly supplied by the
Department of Pharmacy, University of Adelaide and wasiled
according to Fraenkel-Conrat (f966). Dextran sul-phate rn,as
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purchased from Pha.rmacia, Uppsala, -clveden; naphthalene
disulphonic acid and B-hydroxlrquinoline from British Drug
Houses, England; bis-acrylarnide from Eastman Organic
chemicals, New York (recrystallised from acetone) and
ethylene diacryÌate from Borden Tnc., philadelphia,
PennsyJ-vania; acrylamide from Merck A.G. Darmstadt,
Germany (recrystallised from chloroform). CMV and TRS\z
from infectel cucumber plants were purified as described
by scott (1963). Bakerrs yeast ribosomal RNA was prepared
by the method of Crestfield et a1. (1955). phosphoenol-
pyruvate (pep; cyclohexylammonium salt) \.^ias prepared anC
ion exchanged to the potassium sart by the method of clarke
and Kirby (1966). Actinomycin D was kindl_y donated by
Merck, Sharp and Dohme, Rahway, New Jersey; puromycin v¡as
purchased from Nutritional Biochemicafs Corporation,
Cleveland, Ohio; Penicillin-G (sodium salt) was obtained
from Evans Medical Austraria (pty.) Ltd., Melbourne, Aust-
ralia. Sr:crose (ana11ztica1 reagent) \^ras obtained from
Mann Research Laboratories, Ne\.v.york, New york (special
enzyme grade). Protamine sulphate was bought from
Calbiochem, California. Cellulose BVü40, Solka-F1oc, was
purchased from Brown Co., Boston, Massachussetts;
cellulose (cr-tt), DEAE-cellulose (DE-11), cM-cellulose (cM-70),
phosphocellulose (p-II) were obtained from trVhatman, England;
Sepharose 4B and DEAE-sephadex t{ere obtained. from pharmacia,
uppsala, sleden. All other chemicals \,\rere either analytical
or laooratory reagent grade.
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SECTION 2. VIRUSES AND PLANTS.
Al1 r¡irus strains and plants were kindly
donated by Dr. R.I.B. Francki, University of Adelairle,
South Australia. Viruses used throughout this work were
CMV (Q strain) and TRSV. Cucumber seedli_ngs (cucumis
sativus L. var tPolaris') \irere germina-ted in a glasshouse.
Seven to ten days after planting, the cotyleclons were
Iightly dusted with Carborundum powder and infected by an
inoculum (serial inoculation) prepared by grinding infected
plants w-ith a small amount of water in a mortar and pestle.
At intervals of 3-4 months, purified virus strains (e-C¡w
and. TRSV) were used as inoculum" Control ptants were rubbed
with an homogenate prepared from healthy plants; the
results obtained from these control-s, however, v/ere identical
to those obtained from untreated healthy plants. Plants
\^/ere grown either under glasshouse conditions or in a
constant temperature room (24-28') using fluorescent
lighting at an intensity of l-00-15C ft-c for a 12 hr day.
For assay of CÞîV-induced RNA polymerasé, infected plants
lcere harvested 7-I3 days after infection, and for
TRSV-induced RNA polymerase, 2-4 days after infection.
Under our conditions distinct symptoms of CI{V infection
appeared 7-9 days after infection with Cl.[V, and for TRSV,
symptoms appeared 3-4 days after infection. The fact
that the coincidence of appearance of both symptoms on
the primary leaves of cucumber plants and RmA polymerase
activity for both CMV and TRSV infection, allorved the
24.
selection of the best tissue for enzyme extraction.










10m}'l Tris-HCl, pH I .0; 4mM MgSOn; 20mlf
2-mercaptoetlianol .
BufferA*10?sucrose.
100mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; l-OmM MgSOn; 1mM EDTA;
2 OmM 2-mercaptoethanol .
103 SDS; 0. 5M urea; 10rnM Tris-HC1, pH B .0;
4ml'f MgSOr; 2OmM 2-mercaptoethanol.
50% (wHn ) zSO 4; 50mM Tris-HCl, pH I .5; 100mr4
NH4C1; 9OmM 2-mercaptoethanol.
Buffer E minus 50å ammonium sulphate.
0.3M Sucrose (I0 .22 w/v) ; 5OmM Tris-HCl,
pH 8.5; 10Om¡.'l NH4C1; 9OmM 2-mercaptoethanol.
t0? Glycerol; 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5; 10mM
2-mercaptoethanol .
SECTION 4. POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS TECHNIQUES.
(a) For Electrophoresis of RNA Samples.
Two types of polyacrylamide gels were used:-
(i) Gels cross-linked with bis-acrylamide.
Polyacrylamide gels hzere prepared using a modifi-
cation of the Loening (1967) method according to Dr. D.
Spencer, C.S.I.R.O., Division of Plant Tndustry, Canberra,
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Australia. 4 mI of 15å acrylamide and 0.752 bis-acrylamide,
8.34 mI of geI buffer (see below) and I2.4 mI of rvater were
mixed in quick succession, degassed with a water pump for
15 sec after which TEMED (0.02 mI) and 0.2 ml of freshly
prepared 10% ammoniurn persulphate we::e added wit'h as little
aeration as possible. This mixture was then pipetted.
into eight perspex tubes (7 rnm internal diameter) to a
height of 9 cm. The gels were allowed 60 min at room
temperature to set. Immed.iately before use the water
extruded from the geI matrix on setting vras removed.
0.1 ml samples in approximately 20e" sucrose were loaded
onto each gel and elect-rophoresed at 5 ma/geI for 5 hr"
1. Stock buffer for normal gels:-
1I4 Tris base (120 m1)
Glacial acetic acid (6 m])
3t"I sodium acetate (20 mf )
0.2M EDTA (disodium salt)
The overall pH was 7.2
(30 mI)
2. GeI buffer v¡as 5-fo1d dilution of the stock buffer.
3. Running (reservoir) buffer'-was a 15-fo1d dilution of the
stock buffer.
(ii) GeIs cross-linked with ethylene
diacrylate.
Procedure for polymerising polyacrylamide gels
was ¡-Centical to that described above except that the




Immediately after electrophoresis, the gels
v/ere immersed in metirylene blue (0 .22 (tt/v) in 0.2M sodium
acetate and 0.2M acetic acid) for I hr with occasj-onal
gentle shaking. The gels \,vere then destained in water
overnight. RNA bands stained were scanned using a
densitometer (Photovolt Corp., New York, U.S.A. ) with
the 610 mp filter.
(iv) Procedure for slicing and counting
geIs.
Stained gels were immersed in 50U glycerol for
15 min then frozen in an aluminium trough surrounded by
powdered dry ice. The solid gel was then removed. from
this trough, placed on a wet strip of filter paper
attached Lo the tr[ickle Gel Slicer platform and covered with
f inely powdered dry ice which f.roze the lvater around the 9e1,
thus fixing the gel firmly to the platform. Finally the
ge1 was cut into 1 mm slices which were placed into separate
scintiltation vials. If the gels were made from bis-
acrylamioe, 0.5 mI of 30% 
"202 k/v) 
was added to each vial,
the vials incubated at a temperature of about B0o for 2 hr
(or until complete drgestion of the slices had occurred),
a lrlhatman GE/C filter (2.5 cm) added to soak up the
residual liquid and then frnally dried completely (2-3 hr)
at B0o. only 32e and 35s isotopes could be counted using
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.bis-acryiamide gels (see Chapter TI) . r'or ethylene
diacrylate cross-linked geIs, 0.5 ml of 1M NHrOH rvas
used to digest the ge1 slices, a period of about 2 hr at
80 9 generally being required to obtain complete digestion
of the slices. Addition of a GE/C filter and drying
completely fo11owed. Radioisotopes 14c and 3" had to be
counted using this method (Chapter fI). To the dried
cF/C filters, scintillation fluid ivas adoed and the vials
counted in a Packard Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer.
Efficiencies of counting were about 2OZ for 3n samples and
about 60z for !4c samples.
(b) For El-ectrophoresis of Protein Samples.
Again two types of polyacrylamide gels were used:-
(i) Standard hiqh pH ge1s, cross-linked
with bis-acrv]am-i-de
These were prepared as described by Davis (L964).
Samples \,vere loaded on in 10-20? sucrose and electrophoresed
at 3 ma/geJ- for 2 }rr.
(ii) Ethylene diacrylate cross-linked
geIs, pH 7.0
- These gels were prepared based on the method
first described by Choules and Zimm (1965) using in solution
C, 15U acrylamide and 1.6 ml of ethylene diacrylate. Electro-
phoresis of these gels was carried out at pH 7.0 according
to the method described by Wii.liams and Reisfeld (1964)
using diethylbarbituric acj-d in the electrophoresis buffer.
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(iii) Stainins procedure.
Following electrophoresis, gels were stained
for t hr in 52 amido black (vt/v) after which they were
destained overnight in approximately 13 acetic acid
(v/v). Protein bands could be scanned using a- densito:
meter with a filter of approximately 610 mp.
(iv) Proced.ure for slicing and counting.
This was identical to that method used for
RNA gels described above except that immersion in 50U
glycerol was not necessary.
SECTION 5. LABELLI}TG OF PLANTS.
The most common method used (other methods used
are described in Chapter IIr) was to 1abel each plant
by allowing it to take up the label through the roots.
Cucumber plants (6-10 days old) were carefully removed
from the soil, their roots washed ¿Iean of soil with
distilled water and placed in small tubes containing about
0.2 mI of radioisotope. After the isotope had been absorbed
(about 3 hr) tfre tubes were filled with distilled. water
and the plant left for a further 2I hr to incorporate the
1abel
As 32P-orthophosphate was stored in 0.1¡{ HCI, it
was necessary to neutralise the solution before 1abe1ling
plants. Sma1l quantities of solid sodium carbonate were
added until the solution was :.eutral according to urriversal
indicator paper. All other isotopes used v¡ere added
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without modification.
SECTION 6. RNA EXTRACTION PROCEDURE.
One gram of cucumber cotlzledons was ground
with a. mortar and pestle, 3 ml of a sol-ution of 2eo SDS,
IZ NDS, 0.0012 dextran sulphate, 0.013 bentonite, 0.IM
Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 0. 01I[ iAgCI, and InrM EDTA (disodium
salt) was added and the tissue ground further. The
mixture was shaken for 15 min at 4o with an equal volume
of water-saturated phenol (782) containing 0.00lU
8-hydroxyquinol-ine after which time the phenol and aqueous
layers lvere separated by centrifugation at 1000 g for
5 min. Removal of the ¡;henol layer (l-orver green layer)
left the interphase (membranous material and d.enatured
proteins) and the agueous layer. An equal volume of the
phenol mixture was then added followed by shaking for 5 min
a:t 4", centrifugation and separation of the aqueous layer
which was re-extracted once more v¡ith an equal volume of
the phenol mixture. The final aqueous layer was washed
free of phenol in an equal volume of ether (4 washings
!\¡ere necessary) . This solution was then made 0.01M EDTA,
0.22 SDS and 500 Vg/mL of pronase (predigested for 2 hr at
37" in 0.OIM EDTA to remove any contaminating ribonuclease)
added. Digestion at 37" for 30 min rvas followed by one
extraction at 40 for 5 min with an equal volume of the
phencl mixture. To the resulting aqueous layer was added
2 volunes of ethanol (9BU ) to precipitate the nucleic acids;
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precipitation rvas allowed to continue overnight at -15o.
The precipitate was spun dov¡n and dissolved in electro-
phoresis buffer (0.3 mI) containing 0.22 SDS and 10%
sucrose. Samples (0.05 mI) \,rere la1'ered onto gel surfaces,
electrophoresis buffer carefully layered into the remainder
of the tube and electrophoresis carried out using a current
of 5 malgel.
SECTTON 7. ASSAY OF RNA POLYMERÀSE ACTIVITY.
Enzyme assays \dere based on the incorporation of
2â
o,-"P-cTP into acid-insoluble material by the method
described by May and Symons (1971). The standard assay
medium contained ín a final volume of 0.375 m1:-
45 mpmole of o-32n-crn (5-8 x 105 cpm/assay)
240 m¡rmol-e of each of the three unl-abe1led
nucleoside triphosphates (neutralised
to pH 8.0 with NaOII before addition to
the assay medium)
2.5 pg actinomycin D
0.5 prnole PEP (K+)
25 Ìrg' pyruvate kinase
500 1çt bovine serum albumin
5.0 pnole KCl
5.0 ¡rno1e MgSOn (13m¡.I)
9.0 pnole 2-mercaptoethanol
10. 0 pnole NH4C1
12.0 ¡rnole Tris-HCl ouffer pH 8.5
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1.0 rng yeast FNA (unless cthenvise stated)
Plant protein (0.1 ml)
Assays \^rere incubated at 37" for 30 min (unless
othenvise stated) and the reaction rvas stopped by chilling
in ice. All assays r,\iere carried out in duplicate. To
each assay r,/as added 5.0 ml- of an ice-co1d solution
containing 5? trichloroacetic acid, 22 NaHrPOn and 2Z
NanP 207, and the acid-insoluble material filtered onto a
glass fibre disc (Whatman GF/A or GF/C, 2.5 cm in diameter)
in a Milliporé apparatus where it was washed once rvith
5 mI of the ice-cold acid solution. The filters \,'/ere then
washed for at least one hour in the acid solutíon at room
temperature (IO mt for every filter) with constant stirring
and rinsed with 5 mI of ether on the Millipore apparatus.
In assay mixtures that contained added pancreatic ribonu-
clease or Iow leveIs of added RNA (1ess than L.0 mg/assaY) r
1.0 mg of yeast RNA was added immediately before acid
precipitation to ensure complete recovery of the PNA product.
The ether v¡ashed discs vrere dried in an oven
(100' for 5-10 min) foÌlowed by counting in a Packard
Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer. Zero time incubation
mixtures were treated in the same manner for the
estimation of blank values which were normally 30-60 cpm
per assay.
SECTTON B. EXTRACTTON OF RNA POLYIqERASE.
The fcl-l-olving two methoos were useC
for the extraction of RNA polymerase activity
Ie69 ¡ L970) .
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regularly
(tlay et al. ,
(a) Preparatíon of So1ubl-e Enzyrne Extracts.
All onerations \^/ere performed- at 4o , the prepara-
tion being kept in ice at all times. Honrogenates were
prepared by grinding healthy or infected plants (7-I3 dalzs
after infection with CMV or 2-4 days after infection rvith
TRSV) in a cold mortar and pestle; for each gram fresh
weight of tissue, 2.0 ml of extraction bufferE vras used
before grinding. Thís homogenate rvas squeezed through a
fine nylon cloth and centrifuged at 251000 g for 10 min"
The pel1et was then resuspended (usi-ng an homogenising
rod with a teflon tip) in the original vofurne of
extraction buffer E and centrifuged again at 25,000 g for
I0 min. Resuspension of the pelle! in the original volume
of extraction buffer F followed by centrifugation at
25,000 g for 10 min produced a supernatant which was used
as the source of Rt{A polymerase activity; it contained
negligible amounts of plant ribonuclease activity and
I.0 1.8 mg of protein/ml.
(b) Preparation of Particulate Enzvme Extracts.
Again al-1 operations vrere carried out at 4o . Homo-
genates \.{ere prepared by grinciing healthy or infected plants
in a mortar and pestle with buffer G, 2 mL for er,'ery gram
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fresh wei.ght of tissue. This homogenate was squeezed
through fine nylon cloth, centrifuged at 150 g for 5 min
and the pellet discarded. Centrifugation of the super-
natant at 16 r 000 g for 10 min produced a pellet which rvas
washed tvrice by resuspension in twice the original
volume of buffer G anrl centrifugation at 161000 g for 10
min. This final pellet (the l-6,000-P fraction) v.ras
resuspended in tr¿ice the original volume of buffer F.
The 16r000-P fraction contained 3.5 4.0 mg of protein,/
m1 and negligible plant ríbonuclease activity.
SECTION 9. PROTEIN ESTIMATIONS"
Protein was estimated by the method of Lowry
(195f) using bovine serum albumin as standard'
SECTION 10. SCTNTILLATION FLUTD.
Thís was a solution of 0-3? (w/v) 2,S-diphenol-
oxazole (PPo) and 0. 03% (w/v\ 1,4-bis-2- (4-methyl 5-
phenyloxazoLy:- benzene) (dimethyl PoPoP) in toluene.
Both PPO ancl POPOP were scintillation grade and were
obtained from Packard Instrument Co., La Grange, Illinois,
U.S.A.
SECTION 11. ENZYI4E UNTTS.
A unit of RNA polymerase activity is rlefined as
that amount which incorporateC- t Umole of o-32n-Cfn into
acid-insoluble material per minute under the speclfied
al.et
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assay conditions. Specific enzymatic activity is
defined as units of enzyme activity per mg of plant
protein.
CHAPTER TWO
ATTEMPTED TSOLATÏON OF VÏP3,L REPLÏCATIVE FORM
REPLTCATIVE INTERMEDIATE AND WHOLE VÏRUS
GENOME
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ATTB¡ÍPTED ISOLATION OF VTFÀI RX:JLICATI\E FOR.I\.[
REPLICATI\ZE INTER]ÍEDTATE AND I.THOLE VTRUS
GENOME
Earlier work in our laboratory by P. Ne1son
(1970) was carried out in an atternpt to isol-ate the so-
called- RF, RT and whole viral genome from infected
plants. The method used was to label infected plants
with 32p-orthophosphate, l-eave for several- days, extract
the RNA by the phenol method and analyse on 2.42 poly-
acrylamide gels as described in Materials and Methods.
Initially CI,IV.rvas used as the virus, but to complete an
experiment using this virus took between 6 and I days from
the time of infection. Another disadvantage with the CMV
system was that the RNA, with a mo1. wt. of 1.1.106
(Nelson, 1970¡ Kaper et al., 1965) vzould run just behind
the 28S ribosomal FNA pea-k, on polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis thus making its detection difficult. TRSV
replication in cucumbers [Francki gt al. , 1964) was chosen
as an alternative since lesions appear on the leaves much
sooner tlran with CMV and also the largest TRSV RNA species
has a mol. \^rt. of 2.L06 ("hr*b"t" et al. I 1965) and
would run clear of the 2BS ribosomal- FNA band.
With TRSV the method became that described in
Materials and l4ethods. Using a modification of the phenol
extr¿tction procedure (uilsscn-TiIlgren, 1969) incorporatirrg
a pronase digestion of the extracted RNA (Pace qt al. , 1968),
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Nelson (l-970) was able to show the appearance of a small
peak, not present in healthy plants, running vrhere TRSV
RNÄ rvould be expected to run (rigure 2). However, the
counts were too low to allow extraction and characterisation
of it.
In order to try to increase the sensitivity of
the method it was decided to use tv¡o different isotopes
to label the healthy plant RNA species and
plant RNA species. If this could be done
the RF and RI might be identified and the
noticeri. by Nelson (1970) between healthy





SECTION I. DOUBLE-LABELLING WÏTH 3"-U*'O'NE AND 32N-OO'"O-
PHOSPHATE.
3Nelson (1970) had labelled plants with H-uridine
through the roots and electrophoresed the extracted RNA
on 2.42 polyacrylamide gels. Although 3g-uridine had been
incorporated into acid-insoluble materiál, Nelscnr orl
electrophoresing samples, slicing the gels and digesting the
slices with 30? 
"202, 
could not find any radioactrvity
in the geIs. This was undoubtedly due to the phenomenon
described by Tishler and Epstein (1968) in which HZ0Z
oxid.izes 3"-1rb"l-l-.d compounds to 3H-water and 14"-1u.b"11ed
compounds to l4c-".rbon dioxide at temperatures greater
than 50o. Nelson did not do any further work on this
aspect.
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The a1kali-solub1e cross-linking agent, ethylene
diacrylate was then used in place of bis-acrylamid-e (Choules
and Zimm, 1965) to overcorne this prolrlem. Choules and Zimm
originally used ethylene diacrylate in standard 7.52 gels
but for electrophoresing P.NA samples, 2.42 acrvlamj-de had
to be used. To polymerise these ge1s, the proportion of
ethylene diacrylate to acrylamíde had to be double that
used by Choules and Zimm for their 7 .5e" gels.
(a) Electrophoresis of Healthy Plant RNA on
Ethylene Diacrylate Crcss-ij-nked
Polyacrlzlamid-e Gef s .
3Healthy, H-Iabel1ed plant RNA was extracted
and analysed on ethylene diacrylate cross-l-j-nked, 2.42
polyacrylamide gels; the pattern is shown in Figure 3.
As can be seen the resolution was not quite as good as
with the corresponding bis-acrylamide gels (cf . Fi-gure 2)
since the 25S and 235, and the lBS and 165 RNA species
were not well separated. Another feature of these gels,
although not shown in Figure 3, \^/as that when 32P-ortho-
phosphater was used to labe1 the nucl-eic acids, no DNA
band appeared on the gels; the reason for this is unknown.
It is possible that double-stranded RNA may also be
excluded from the gel. Despite these differences it was
decided to use this method for the double-labelling work.
Attempts were made at improvir:g the resolution by changing
both the acrylamide concentration (to 2.3% and 2.52) and
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the ethylene diacrylate to acrylam-ide ratio but with no
succes s .
(b) Electrophoresis of Healthy and Iafecte.l
RldA on Ethyl-ene D-iacrvlate Cross-Iinked
Polyacrylamide Gels.
Healthy plants were labelled with 50 p Ci of
t')
"P-orthophosphate per pla-nt and tvio day TRSV-infected
plants \,vere labelIed. with l-0 uci of 
3H-uridine per pl-ant.
Both healthy and infected plants were left for 24 hr to
incorporate the labels after rvhich time the RNA was extract-
ed using the Nil-sson-Tillgren (I969) method and pronase
digestion. The RNA was electrophoresed for 5 hr at 5 ma/
9el, and the gels sliced and counted as described in
Materials and l{ethods. Results from thisexperiment are
shown in Figure 4. As can be seen no significant differences
between the two profiles exist.
A similar pattern was obtaíned when 32P t.= used
to labe1 infected plants and 3H heal-thy plants o thus rernoving
the possibil-ì-ty of differential incorporation of isotopes.
Up until now the experiments wíth the two isotopes
have been done on separate plants, but with no success.
It r.¡as hoped that by labelling the one plant with bo+,h
isotopesrone before infection and one after, a. difference
between healthy and TRSV-infected plants would be seen.
Healthy plants were labe1Ied. with 32p-orthophosphate
(SO pCi/plant) and left for 24 hr to incorporate the isotope.
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Inoculation rvith TRSV was follorved 24 hr later with the
a
addition of 'H-uridine (10¡Lci/pl-ant) together with actino-
rnycin D (S pg/pIant) rn'hich Nelson (1970) had shcv¡n to
completely terminate host ribosomal F.NA slznthesis. However,
all the plants carried through the above proced.ure wilted
and died; infecting pJ.ants when they have been rerooved
from the soil always caused them to rvilt and these ¡:lants
vrere unable to further take up any label-.
This problem of plant survival has not yet been
overcome ancl seems unlikely to be untíI another method of
infection is found. Tissue slices have been attempted
(Nelson, 1970, and see Chapter III) to see if they
íncorporaterL 32p-orthophosphate into RNA. They did but
at the moment no method is known whereby TRSV or CyiV can
infect cucumber tissue slices. Perhaps a single ceII
suspension of cucumber cell-s r âs has been accomplj-shed
with tobacco cells (Jensen et a1., J-97L) and tobacco mesophyll
protoplasts (Takebe et a1., 1968) w'ruld be more amenable
to infection than leaf slices. Tobacco mesophyll proto-
plasts have been infected with TMV (Otsuki and Takebe,
1969; Takebe and Otsuki, 1969) and TMV RNA (Aoki and Takebe,
1969). Francki et al. (1971) have shown that their single
ce1l suspension from tobacco plants took up amino acids,
uracil and uridine and if a simiiar system could be
derived from cucumber plants, then double-Iabelling studies
on TRSV- and CMV:induced RNA species might be possible.
4A"
SECTTON 2. DISCUSSION.
Although Nelson (1970) had shown a sma1l
difference in the labe]Iing patterns of the PNA extract-
ec from healthy plants to that extracted from TRsv-
infected plants, this difference could not be reproducibly
found using his method of 32p-orthophosphate incorporation
or using the double-isotopic labelling method described'
PossiblereasonsforthelackofSuccess
using the described sYstems are:-
We may not in fact be extracting the
viral RNA sPecies.
The viral RNA sPecies if extracted
might be hydrolysed during extraction'
Not enough label was being incorporated
ínto viral-induced RNA relative to
host RNA, and thus could not be
distinguished from it.
Not enough viral-induced RNA is present
in infected leaves to be detected'
Forthepracticalreasonsdiscussedabove,it
seemed impossible to progress any further with the
isolation of TRSV- or cMV-induced RNA and so the work





FIGURE 2. POLYACRYLAMTDE GEL ELECTROPHORESÏS PATTERN
oF 32p-mre AFTER DrcESTroN wrr' 
'RoNASE.
The final aqueous layer of the RNA
extraction (see Materials and Methods) was made 0.01M
EDTA and O.2eo SDS. Predigested pronase (500 yg/m]-l
rras added and digested for 30 min at 37". The digest
was re-extracted once with phenol, followed by
ethanol precipítation and dissolving in electro-














































































3FIGURE 3. ELECTROPHOPESIS OF H-URÏDTNE LABELLED
HEALTHY PLANT RNA ON ETHYLENE DÏACRYLATE
CROSS-LINKEÐ POLYACRYLAMIDE GELS .
Plants \^7ere labelIed for 24 hr with 10)
UCí of 'H-uridine per plant, the RNA phenol
extracted and electrophoresed on 2.4e" ethylene
díacrylate cross-linked gels for 4 hr as described
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32FIGURE 4. CO-ELECTROPHORESIS OF P-ORTHOPHOSPHATE
LABELLED HEAI,THY PLANT RNA AND H_URIDÏNE
LABELLED TFSV-INFECTED PLANT R.NA ON
ETHYLENE DTACRYLATE CROSS-LINKED
POLYACRYLA-MIDE GELS.
Healthy plants \^rere labeIled with 50 uci
aa
of "P-orthophosphate per plant for 24 hr and 2 dav
TRSV-infected plants with 10 uci of 3H-uridine per
plant the RNA phenol extracted and equal quantitíes
from each co-electrophoresed on ethylene diacrr¡late















































ATTEMPTED ISOLATION OF VTRÄ,L_INDUCED PROTEINS
FROM TRSV-TNFECTED CUCUMBERS
41.
ATTEI'{PTED TSOLATION OF VIRAL-TNDUCED PROTEINS
FROM TRSV-INFECTED CUCUIqBERS
CMV with a genome of 1.106 d.lto"s could code
for betrveen 3 and 5 polypeptide chains each of about 301000
daltons; simiiarly for TRSV with a moI. wt. of 2.106 drltorr=.
Evidence for a genome heterogenei ty has been found in Bl!4V
(Lane and. Kaesberg , 1971\ , the effect of -which is to
increase the coding potential of the Bl4V genome; for
example, only component 3 of the four components contains
the coat protein gene. It is pcssible that the CMV and
TRSV genomes display simil-ar heterogeneity. A preliminary
report by Kaper (1971) suggests that the CMV (strain S)
genome actually consists of 5 species. If this is the
case then more viral-coded polypeptide components might
be present in the host ceIls.
SECTION 1. SOLUBLE PLANT PROTETNS.
Before a search for the viral--induced protei-ns
could be made, a method of radioact-ively 1abe1ling plant
proteins had to be found. Due to their ease of
extraction, the soluble plant proteins were used for this
purpose.
(a) Labelling of Plant Proteins.
t4(i) C-Amino acids.
T{ith the bacteriophage systems, radioactive amino
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acids have been used for the incorporation into phage-
induced proteins (e.9., MS2, Nathans et al., 1966¡ Vinuela
et aI., 1967¡ Qß,Garwes et af., 1969). Plants 4 to 6
days after infection with CMV and 2 dalzs after infection
with TRSV \,vere given 10 Éi of 14C-u1gaÌ hydrolysate
through the roots, left for 24 hr, ground in a mortar
and pestle in buffer A (1 I of plants to 2 ml of buffer),
centrifuged at 16,000 g for 10 min and 0.05 mI of the
resulting supernatant el-ectrophoresed on 7 .5e" polyacrylamide
gels.
The pattern of protein bands v¡as expectedllz
complex. Gels v/ere sliced and counted as described in
Materials and Methods, but no radioactivity was found on
them. By acid-precipitating a sample of the supernatant,
j-t was concluded that no incorporat.ion of radioactive
amino acids into protein had occurred. This could be due
to either of two reasons:-
1. Amino acids are not getting into the plant cells, either
because the roots are unable to absorb them ¡ or because the
ceIl membranes themselves are impermeable to them.
2. Since we are only extracting the
incorporation that may have occurred





checked by solubilising theinto particulate proteins v:as
membranes with SDS and urea. Plants were labelled with
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L410 uci of C-aigal hydrolysate as before and extracted
in a buffer containing 1"03 SDS, 5M urea, 20mM 2-
mercaptoethanol-, 4mM MgSOn | 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8. 0 rvith a
mortar and pestle at room temperature for 10 min. Centri-
figuation at 16,000 g for 10 min produced a supernatant
and a pellet. To the supernatant was add.ed cold acetone
to 60? saturati-on, centrifuged at 301000 g for 10 rnin, the
pellet washed once with acetone and ailowed to dry. This
pellet was then redissolved in extraction buffer, samples
spotted onto glass fibre filters, dried and counted. This
method, although not releasing all the particulate proteins,
was found to produce samples of higher protein concentration
(2 fold) tfran the original extraction procedure and these
extra proteins were assumed to be derived from the partic-
ulate materi-aI. However, results clearly showed that
still no incorporation had occurred.
It did not seem necessary at this stage to
determine whether the barrier to amino acid incorporation
lras at the root absorption stage or at the leaf ce1l
membrane. The above experiments had clearly shown that
incorporation of a radioactive label into plant proteins
could not be accomplished by absorbing 14c-1.b"11ed amino
acids through the root system so ¿tnother method was tried.
35 S-Carrier-free sulphatr:.
It had been known for some time that the coat
protein of CMV virions could be labelled with 35s-=,-,lphate
( ii)
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administered through the roots (Franck-i , 1964) and so this
method was tried.. 50 uCi of 35s-.u.rtier-free sulphate was
administered Lo healthy cucumbers as described in Materials
and Methods and left overnight to incorporate the labeI.
The folloiving morning soluble extracts hrere prepared as
described above and 0.05 ml and 0. I ml samples electro-
phoresed on 7 .52 polyacrylamide gels at pH 8.9 (3 ma/ge1) .
Standard high pH gels using bis-acrylamide as cross-linking
agent could be used since the HrO, digest of the ge1
slices did not cause oxidation of the 35r-1.b"1ted proteins
2tr
to "S-sulphur dioxide. Each qel- was h¡oth stained and its
radioactivity profile determined. The result of such an
experiment is shown in Figure 5.
As can be seen from the radioactivity profile,
3s_"-S incorporation occurred into proteins distributed
throughout the geI. Thus the use of 35s-"u.ttíer-free
sul-phate seemed a reasonable method with which to attempt
the search for TRSV-induced proteins.
(b) Label-ling of Virus-induced Soluble Proteins.
Ten of each of one-day TRSV-infected cucumber
plants and healthy control pJ-ants were labelled with
2tr
50 uci of -'S-sulphate per plant and left overnight to
incorporate the label. The next morning and for the
following four days, two infected plairts and two healthy
plants vJere removed and soluble extracts prepared as
described previously. Samples (0.0S mt and 0.1- mI were
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loaded onto standard 7 .52 polyacrVlamide gels, çlectro-
phoresed at 3 ma/ge,l for 2 !;rr, stained and destained and
the radioactivity profile determined.
Figure 5 shows tire result of one day infected
plants extracted after the 24 hr Iabelling period; as
can be seenr Do significant differences exist between the
TRSV-infected plants and the healthy control plants.
Similarly for days 2, 3, 4 and 5 after infection no
differences were found in either the radioactive profi1es
or the protein stained profiles of healthlz and infected
cucumþers. A difference in the protein stained profile
was not expected since the patterns were too complex
to detect any viral-ind.uced changes. Possible reasons
for not detecting viral-induced proteins are:-
t. Most of the virus-induced proteins were synthesised
after 2 days of infection and by that time most of the label
added had been used by host protein synthesis (it is
important to note here that the method used only measured
the average state of the virus replication cycle existing'
in the cucumber leaves; this meant that a time after
infection had to be found when average viral protein
synthesis was maximal) .
2. Viral-induced proteins were being syntehsised and
labelled but the labelling of the host proteins was
masking their expression.
3. 35s label was not being incorporated into viral-induced
proteins although it can be into host celI
4. Virus-induced proteins did incorporate
but these proteins were not present in the
perhaps being membrane-bound or in membrane
in Lhe case the single-stranded RNA animal









These possíbilities were then investigated.
(i) Labelling at different times after
infection.
To find out whether overall viral protein
synthesis is at a maximum later than at 2 days after
infection, a similar experiment to that described above
was done except that the i nfected plants were not removed
from the soil until the label was to be given. In this t{ay
each p1ant, whether l day or 5 day infected, \,vas labelled
for 24 hr just before harvesting arrd extracting the
proteins. However, this stiIl failed to. show any differences
between healthy and TRSV-infected p.lants. The converse
argument that the 35s label did not have time to be converted
into sulphur-containing amino acids before viral proteins
were srznthesised did not seem to be valid for two reasons.
Firstly, host proteins could be labelled within 24 hr, and
secondly, in the firs'- experiment, the laJrel r¿as present for
up to 3 dalzs in the plant before the final protein extractions
were made. ff, however, this argument is correct and also
maximal viral protein synthesis occurs during the first 24 hr
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of infecticn, then it would be unlikel1z
induced. proteins rvould be seen. At the
plants cannot be infected whil-e growing




(ii) Fractionation of the soluble plant
extract.
If viral-induced proteins are present in the
soluble proteín extract, but are present in smalI amounts,
then their expression could possibly be masked by normal
host proteins. One possible wa.y to determine whether this
was the case would be to fractionate the extracted
proteins before electrophoresis. Two methods were tried -
ammonium sulphate fractionation and acetone fractionation.
Ammonium sulphate fractions of 0-202, 20-402,
40-602, and 60-80å were prepared by adding a. saturated
solution of ammonium sulphate to the sol-ub1e plant
extract at 4o. Buffer A was used to redissolve the
precipitates (0.5 mI for every gram of plants extracted)
collected by centrifugation at 30,000 g for 10 min.
Samples (0.1 m1) rn¡ere loaded onto standard high pH,
7.52 polyacrylamide gels and electrophoresed at 5 ma/gel
for 3 hr. The longer time and higher current v¡as required
since the sarnples were not dialysed to lower the ionic
strength. Gels were stained and counted in the usual way.
A similar method was used to obtain acetone
fractions of 0-20e", 20-402, 40-60e" and 60-80% except
that acetone was added at -15o to the soluble plant
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extract and allowed to stand for 10 min at 0o before
centrifugation at 30,000 g for l-0 min. Electrophoresis
was for 2 hr at 3 ma/9e1.
Resul-ts from these two types of experiments
showed no peaks of radioactivity uníque to either the
healthlz or ínfected protein fractions. It did not seem
worthwhj-le at this stage to try to fractionate the proteins
further ¡ ê.9. t on smalI Sephadex columns, since at least
some sma11 differences should have been observed.
(iii) Attempted elinination of host protein
svnthesis.
Since fractionation proved unsatisfactory in
exposing possible víral-induced proteins present
amongst the host proteins, preventing host protein synthesis
might be more successful. Two antibiotics were tried
actinomycin D and puromycin.
Actinomycin D.
As reported in Chapter II, Nelson (1970) showed
that actinomycin D absorbed through the roots at levels
of 3 pg/plant was able to completely stop host ribosomal
RNA synthesis. It seemed likeiy that mRNA synthesis
could also be affected at this or higher doses of the antibiotic
and this might well be a useful methoC. of removing much of
the background host protein s'¡nthesis.
Healthy cucumber plan.ts \^Iere removed from the
soil, their roots washed with distilled water and placed
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in aluminium foil wrapped glass tubes" Actinomycin D
(3 ug) was given in a solutj-on (100 vg/mi-) to each plant
which absorbed the antibiotic. Water was then added and
the plants left overnight. The followi.ng morning 35s-
sulphate (50 ¡rci) was given to each plant and allorved to
incorporate for 24 hr. This was folloived by preparing
soluble extracts in buffer A, electrophoresitg, staining
and counting in the usual way. Control plants where no
actinomycin was administered were carried through the
same procedure simultaneously.
Comparison of the two radioactivity profiles
revealed that actinomycin D had no perceptible effect
on host ceI1 protein synthesis (rigure 6). Since the
antibiotic does inhibit ribosomal RNA it must be entering
the cell in an active form and so the reasons for it not
affecting protein synthesis could be that the dose is too
Iow to affect mRNA synthesis or thaL the proteins that are
present are synthesised from stable messengers. To
eliminate the latter possibility a longer period of
incubation with actinomycin D would be necessary.
To try to overcome these possibilities
experiments were done in which the dosage of actinomycin
D given to each plant was increased, (5, 10, 15 and 25 Ug)
and also the period of incubation \,ras increased (24, 36
and 48 hr). It was found that any hígher dosage than
25 Ug of actinomycin D/p1ant eaused death, and even 25 Ug
kill-ed the plant if left for 48 hr. However, none of
these modifícations caused. the incorporation of 3ss-=.,lphate
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to cease and thus presumal:J-y did not significantly
inhibit host protein synthesis. It seemed that at any
sub-letha1 dose of actinomycin D protein synthesis would
continue and so this antibiotíc was unsuitable.
Puromycin.
Since actinomlzcin D, wh-i-ch inhibits DlfA-dependent
RNA synthesis and so indirectly inhibits protein synthesis,
was unsatisfactoryr ân antibiotic which inhibits protein
synthesis directly was tried. A similar type of experi-
ment to that described above for actinomycin D was done
for puromycin except that 10 llg was usecl per plant only;
incubations for 24, 36 and 48 hr were tried. Results,
however, were the same as for actinomycin D puromycin
did not stop host protein synthesis. This could mean that
puromycin was not entering the cell, eíther because the
roots could not absorb it or the leaf cell- membrane was
impermeable to it, or once j-n the cell it was inactive
for some reason or the dose was too 1ow. Further work
with ouromycin was not attempted.
SECTTON 2. PARTTCULATE PLANT PROTETNS.
At the present time i.t ís not known precíse1y
where in the ce11 plant viruses replicate (for a review,
see Schlegel and Smith, 1-967). Since most viral-incluced
RNA pollzmerases, including the ClfV- and TRSV-induced
enzymes, have been found in particulate extracts (see
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Introducticn and Chapter \¡) and also poliovirus proteins
have been found associated with mernbranous structures
(see above), it was decided to attempt to solubilise
the particulate proteins to see if they contained any
viral--induced proteins .
(a) rnitial Solubilisation of Particuiate
Proteins
Healthy cucumbers were l-abelled through the
roots for 24 hr with 3ss-rrrlphate (50 uCilplant) as
described previously. Plants (2 g) were ground in a mortar
and pestle with buffer C (4 ml-), centrifuged at 16,000 g
for 10 min and the supernatant decanted. To the pellet
h/as added 2 mI of buf f er A containing 0.1U SDS and 0.5¡{
urea and this mixture was homogenised and left at room
temperature for I hr. The tube was then centrifuged at
16r000 g for l-0 min to remove any undissolved membranous
material, and the supernatant decanted and dívided into
two tubes. From one tube 0.1 mI samples were loaded onto.
standard high pH, '1 .5e" polyacrylamide gels, electrophoresed
at 3 ma/geL, stained and counted. To the other tube
vras ad.ded acetone at -15o to a final concentration of
702 (v/v), left for 10 min at 0o, centrífuged at 161000 g
for l0 min and the pellet dissolved in the SDS-urea buffer
(1 mI) . samples (0.1 ml) were electrophoresetl, stai ned
and counted as for the. other samples. This acetone
precipitation was done in an effort to remove most, if
not all, of the chlorophyll pigment without losing any
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of the proterins.
Radioactivity profiles from a number of such
experiments gave variabl-e results whether the samples
were electrophoresed on normal, 0.1% SDS or 6M urea
polyacrylamide ge1s. Figure 7 shows the type of variabilíty
in radioactivity profile found in two experiments.
Obviously if slight differences in labe1ling pattern is
beíng sought, then the method must be extremely
reproducible. ft was in this light that different extract-
ion methods were tried.
(b) Improvinq the Reproducibility of the
Extraction Method.
It was decided firstly to try different concent-
rations of SDS and urea and at different temperatures.
Plants were labelIed with 35s-"rrl-phate for 24 hr, extracted
in buffer Ct centrifuged at 16,000 g fof 10 min to give a
pel1et which was extracted in the following ways (f g of
buffer for every gram of plants extracted).




10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
Incubated for 60 min at room temperature.
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Method IV. Buffer ffI
Incubated
but incuh:ated for 60 min at
but with 1.0% SDS
for 60 min at room temperature.
but with 5M urea
for 60 min at room ternperature.





min at room temperature.
After íncubation each mixture was centrifugecl
at 16,000 g for 10 min and 0.1 ml aliquot.s of the super-
natant electrophoresed on normal, 0.lU SDS and 6M urea,
7.52 polyacrylamide gels, pH 8.9. Of the methods tried,
the one that gave consistently more reproducible patterns
was method. TIf. It seems that a 1.0? SDS concentration
is necessary but increasing the concentration of urea
from 0.514 to 5l'1 made no difference to the pattern indicated.
This extraction buffer is now called buffer D and was used
for the remainder of the work on membrane-bound proteins..
Figure B shows duplicate experiments using
method III for solubilis ing the particulate proteins.
Again the pattern is complex.
(c) Extraction of Particulate Proteins from
TRSV-infected Plants.
TRSV-infected plants, one day after infection,
were labell-ed and the particulate proteins extracted as
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described above. A number of exper-iments did not
produce any significant differences in the radioactivi*-y
profiles of healthy and infected proteins, the patterns
being similar to those sholn in Figure 9. This could
again be due to the high background of host protein
synthesis masking the expression of the viral-induced
ones.
Fractionation of the parti culate protein extract
by the two methods used with the soluble extracts, ammonium
sulphate and acetone precipitations, \,^rere tried in an
attempt to enhance the viral-induced- proteins in one of the
fractions. After incubation in buffer D, the healthy
and infected mixtures hiere centrifuged at 161000 g for 10
¡nin and their supernatants divided into two. To one a
saturated solution of ammonium sulphate was added at 0o
and fractions 0-202, 20-402, 40-602 and 60-80% (v/v)
were colÌected by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 min.
To the other was added acetone at -l-5" to collect similar
fractions. The pellets \dere redissolved in 0.5 mI of
buffer D and 0.1 mI samples electrophoresed, stained and
counLed as before.
Results showed no differences at all in any of
the fractions from either acetone iractionation or ammonium
sulphate fractionation. Taking plants 2, 3, 4 or 5 days
after infectíon did nct rnake any difference to the patterns.
It was Cecided that other methods of release of membrane
bound proteins should be trieJ in pre,ference to fraction-
ating the SDS-urea released proteins any further.
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(d) Release of Particul ate Proteins with
and Dete nts from the
16,000 9 Pel1et.
(i) SO release.
Our laboratory has previously reported that a
viral-induced RNA-dependent RNA polymerase present in the
16,000 g pellet can be released into the soluble phase
by símp1y incubating this pellet wíth 50-10OmM MgSOn
at 37" (May et al., L9'70, and see Chapters IV and V).
This enzyme is not present in healthy plants (Gilliland
and Symons, 1968) and even although most of the enzyme
components are host derived at least one component might
be viral-coded. as is the case for Oß phage RNA polymerase
(Kondo et al. , L970¡ Kamen, 1970) " Thus providing this
subunit possesses a sulphur-containing amino acid, it
should be possibl e to detect this polypeptide amongst
the M9SO4 released proteins.
Cucumber plants were infected with TRSV. At
35
one day after inoculation they were labelled with S-
sulphate (50 pci) for 24 hr as usual and the 16,000 g
pellet obtained. This was homogenised and íncubated at
37" for 30 min with a 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0,
9OmM 2-mercaotoethanol buffer containing various
concentrations of M9SO* 66mM, 100mM, 200mM and also
500mM KCI to check release by raising the ionic strength.
After incubation, the mixtrlres hlere centrifuged at
161000 g for 10 min and 0.1 ml samples electrophoresed on
stanCard high pH polyacrylamide gels at 3 ma/gel. Figure
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10 sho\,rs the result of the 100mI4 incubation; similar
profiles '.vere found for the others except that the peak
labelIed o v¡as absent. This peak, running just behind
the bromophenol blue, must be small mo1. wt. material.
However, since it rvas not reproducibly found it was
considered an artifact.
(ii) Release with detergents.
One observation that rvas made during the course
of these experiments was that more rad-ioactive material
was left at the origin in infected samples relative to
those of the control- healthy plants " tn other words it
seemed that there was more material too large to enter
the ge1 present in infected samples which could rnean
that the viral-induced proteins were still bound to
membrane fragments preventing their entry into the gels.
Further experiments were carried out in an attempt to
break down these fragments to even smaller pieces.
These experiments consisted of treating the
l-6,000 g pellet in a variety of \,ì¡ays 5Z and I0Z Triton
X100, 52 DOC, IZ SDS + 0.514 urea, I2 SDS + l-00ÍM MgSOn
aI1 in buffer C. fncubations were carried out at both
37", and 60o for t hr after which centrifugation at
161000 g for 15 min produced a supernatant of which 0.1 mI
r,,/as electrophoresed ¿r.nd counted as usual. However,
although the material on the origin had been substantiall./
redueed¡ no new significani peaks appeared on the gels.
Figure 11, the Leo SDS and t00m¡{ MgSOn extraction, shows
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a slight difference in the region marked ß nut the extent
of this difference varied in a nunLber of experiments from
no difference to the difference shorvn here. ft could not
be shown whether this difference \.{as a real- variation that
could be attributed to TRSV infection, or just due to
slight differences in the extraction proceidure.
rn view of the results obta--i,ned from a1l- the
foregoing experiments it ivas concluded that using a
single isotope to labe1 both heal-thy and infected proteins
\^/as not sensitive enough in this system to detect viral-
induced. species - For this reason work using 35r-sulphate
\47as discontinued at this stage.
SECTION 3 . DOUBLE LABELLING OT' CUCU}IBER PP.OTEINS.
It seemed that now the necessary extraction
techniques had been worked out and i t was only necessary
to find a way of incorporating two radioisotopes into
cucumk¡er protei-ns. Since amino acids could not be
incorporated by absorption through the roots, then another
method for their uptake was sought.
(a) Methods of Labelling Cucumber Proteins in vivo.
(i) Through cut stems.
In this method a ner,.r razor blade sas used to sever
the plant from its roots just above the soil and the p-'l-ant
with cttt stem was then placed in a sma11 tube of distill-ed
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water. About half of these plants did not survive and
so were l-eft for several hours before adminj.stering any
Iabel" Those surviving plants were given l0pCi of
1d*=C-a1ga1 hydrolysate, left for 3-4 hr to take up the
label and left overnight in distilled water to incorporate.
Soluble extracts were prepared as described earlier and
acid-insoluble radioactivity determíned. It was found
that there was very littIe incorporation of the 14" Iabe1
into the soluble proteins, and so this method was not
considered any further.
(ii) Direct introduction of the labeI
into a secondary vein.
A sma1l slit in the secondary vein on the under-
side of the leaf was made and a drop of liquid containing
approximately 1OpCi of 14c-1.b"11ed amino acids was placed
over it. It was hoped that the leaf would use this liquid
in preference to, or as well âs¿ the usual water flowing
through the veins and in so doing the amino acids may
enter the celI. However, on extraction of the soluble
proteins and determination of the acid-insoluble radio-
activity revealed that no incorporation had occurred. It
\^/as decided not to persevere with this method either.
(iii) Use of cotton thread.
This rvas based on the methorl described by Hirai
and Wildman (1967) who obtained rapíd and non-selective
incorporation into tobacco leaves. A moistened cotton
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thread with the aid of a fine needle ruas passed through the
main stem of a young cucumber plant. The end of this thread
dipped into a smalI glass tube containing a solution of
1Ll0pci of *'C-aIgaI hydrolysate and this tube rvas taped to
the stem of the plant. Again it was hoped that the plant
wou.l-d take up some of the label with the normal- passage
of water through the xylem. It(ost of the plants subjected
to this treatment survived for severa-r- days and so this
technique v¡ould be useful if incorporation occurred.
Unfortunately, as with the other two techníques, no
incorporation ínto the soluble proteins occurred, the
1abel had travelled up the cotton but no further. This
method was al-so abandoned.
(iv) Leaf slices.
Other workers (e.g", Zaitlin and Hariharasubraman-
ian, J-970) have used leaf slices in phosphate buffer medium
to incorporate I4c-"*i.ro acíds into tobacco leaves. To
find out if this technique could be applied to cucumbers,
leaves were cut into 0.5 mm strips with a razor blads and
500 mg v/ere placed in 3 m1 of 0.01M KH2PO4. To introduce
1LlOuCi of -'C-amino acids vacuum infiltration was used.
This involved attaching the incubatíon flasl< to a water
aspiration pump, applying the vacuum for 15 sec and
repeating twice, after rvhich the flask u'as incubated at
30o in the dark lvith continuous shaking in a lvater bath
for 4 hr. The liquid in the fl.ask was then decanted, the
leaf slices rinsed with water to remove the excess labe1
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and the soluble plant proteins extracted" Samples were
both analysed fo:: acid-insoluble radioactivity and
elect.rophoresed on ethylene diacrlzlate cross-1inked,
7 .52 polyacrylamide gels.
This technique was simultaneousll' being applied
to an investigation of RNA synthesis using 32p-ortho-
phosphate by Nelson (1970). Thus 32p-orthophosphate
incorporation was used as an indication of whether or not
the leaf slices were stíIl capable of RNA synthesis.
Nelson found that using the above methodr flo incorporation
of 32n occurred and so it was not surprising to find that
l4C-.*irro acids were not incorporated either. observation
of the leaf slices during incubation revealed that they
r/sere curled up and flaccid, and al-so the medium had turned
turbid suggesting bacterial growth had occurred.
Although it was adequate for tobacco leaf
slices (zaitlin and Hariharasubramanian, I970), 0.0lM KH2PO4
hras inadequate for cucumber slices. A more isotonic
medium was usetl which consisted of 10? sucrose, 0.05M
Tris-HCI pH 7.0, 0.001M MgSOn, 0.001M KCI, 0.01M 2-mercapto-
ethanol. To overcome the problem of bacterial growth,
1000 units of penicillin (final coneenLration approx.
300 units/m]) were added to each flask. Illith thís meCíum,
32p-orthophosphate incorporation into RNA occurred as normal,
the leaf slices remained turgid and no bacterial growth
occurred.
Using this medium the incorporation of 14c-u.*irro
acids into proteins ç¿s attempted. Again 10 uci of 14c-rrg.1
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hydrolysate was vacuum infiltrated and left for up to
24 hr on the water bath shaker at 30o in the dark. Still-,
howeverr rro incorporation into sol-ub1e proteins v,ias found..
This could mean either that the cell membrane was imper-
meable to amino acids or that, although RIJA synthesis can
occur protein synthesis in tissue slices did not.
In an effort to distinguish between the trtro,
]eaf slices were vacuum infil-trated with 50.UCi of 35s-
sulphate and incubated for 4 and 24 hr. The soluble proteins
\^rere extracted, electrophoresed and counted. Figure 12
shov¡s that the incorporation \,üas minimal (250 cpm in
fraction I protein) even for the 24 hr incubation.
Actinomycin D (ZO Ug/plant) stopped what l-ittle incorpora-
tion occurred.. These results suggested that protein
synthesis was not occurring as efficiently in .l-eaf slices
as RNA synthesis which seemed at a comparable level to
whole plants.
Disappointingly it seemed that vacuum infiltration
of amino acids into tissue slices was not going to work as
a method of obtaining double-Iabelled proteins.
(b) Labelling of Cucumber Proteins in'vit'ro.
Up until now all methods described in the literature
for double labelling of host and viral-induced proteins have
been by in vivo incorporation exneriment.s. It was not
possible yet to label cucumber proteins with radioactive
aminc acids; perhaps an alternative method would be to label
the proteins after extraction instead of before. A
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precedent al.ready existed in the 1i terature for dífferen-
tially labelling proteins after extraction. Fox and
Kennedy (1965) shor¡ed. the existence of the M proteìn of
the lac operon by labelling the non-IPTG-induced E. coli
cell-s with 3H-tl-.thy1mal eimide (NEM) and the rpTG-induced
cells with 14c-tut. By mixing equal quantities of both
induced and non-induced cell-s, fract-i-onating the various
cell- components and. measuring the 'n"/t" ratio in the
dif ferent fractions, they \,vere abl-e to show the enha-nced
presence of the I.{ protein in their particulate fraction"
Iodoacetic acid (IAÀ) \^ra.s chosen as the compound
to differentially 1abel host and viral-induced proteins.
IAA reacts with the e-amino group of Iys (Szewczuk and
Connell, 1965¡ Kravchenko et af., 1963; Heinrikson, 1966) ,
and with carboxyl groups (Szervczuk and Connell, 1965;
Takahashi et af., L967a, I967b), and with sulphydryl groups
(Cole et al., I95B; Sela * a1., 1959). It was decided to
reduce the extracted sol-ubIe proteins and alkylate the
sulphydryl groups with 3n- or r4"-1u.b"11ed. ïAA. The
procedure used was a modification of the method described
by Sela e! aI. (l-959) .
About 40 mg of soluble proteins were extracted
as described previously from healthy plants and obtained
as a precipitate by addition of acetone at -15o to a final
concentratíon of 70e" (v/v) and centrifugation at 16r000 g
for 10 min. This precioitate was washed once with cold
acetone and twice with ether. These proteins \^/ere disgolved
in 2 mI of 8M urea, the pH being adjusted to 8.5 by the
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addition of trimethylamine (TMA). To this solution was
added 0.5 mI of an Blt urea solution at pH 8.5 containing
0.1 ml of thioglycollic acid. The reaction was aIIor.¡ed
to continue for 4 hr at room temperature in a stoppered
flask through which n.itrogen had l¡een bubbled. By
addition of l-5 mI of ice-col-d acid-acetone (acetone
39: l-M HCI 1), the reduced proteins were precipitated
and after centrifugation at 161000 g for l-0 min, the
peIIet was resuspended- in a second 15 ml of cold acid-
acetone to remove most of the thioglycollic acid.
For alkylation this pellet was dissolved in
0.1 mI of 8M urea, the solution adjusted. to pH 8.2 with
ethanolamine and then in quick succession were added
5 mg of solid rAA and 0.5 ml- of l4C-too (5ì-Ci). The
contents of the reaction tube were mixed and left at room
temperature for 3 hr in the dark. At the end of this time
the protein was precipitated with 10 ml of cold acid-acetone,
centrifug'-'d at 16,000 g for 10 min and washed twice with
5 nrI of cold acid-acetone to remove exces= 14"-r*. The
proteins hrere redissol-vecl in 0.2 ml of buffer A and 0.05 ml
samples electrophoresed at pH 7.0 on ethylene diacrylate
cross-linked 7.52 polyacrylamide gels at 3 ma/gel- for
2 ]rr. Gel-s were stained and counted as described in
Materials and l4ethods.
Results showed great variations betr^¡een tripJ-icate
reactions and the amount of reaction of 14c-r* r"" too low
for .-hís to be a practical method to use in double 1abe11ing
studies. The following modifications were made in an
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attempt to get more complete reaction - more carefully
controlled pH conditíons, doubling the quantity of thio-
g1ycollic acid used and leaving the reduction to continue
for 6 hr instead of 4 hr. However, these modifications stil1
did not give reproducible protein profiles.
It became necessary to check the method on a
well-defined protein to see if the method in my hands was
working correctly. Many of the original references quoted
above were worked out using ribonuclease. Reduction and
alkylation of ribonucl-ease was carried out exactly as
described above and el-ectrophoresed. Two major radioactive
bands appeared on the gels in a number of experiments and
from this it rvas concluded that the method was reproducible,
at least for single protein species.
Again the reduction and alkylation of extracted
soluble plant proteins was tried, but again no reproducible
pattern could be found. This \,vas most likely due to the
impurity of the protein samples, the method probably only
working with purified proteins.
After it was decided not to continue with the
search fc¡r the viral-induced proteins, a communication
by Rice and ltleans (1971) appeared in which they applied




Another method of introducing two labels into
plant proteins in vivo v¿ould be to use 3H-water and
14"-bi"rrbonate instead of radioactive amino acids.
These compounds coul-d be introduced by adsorption through
the roots. A possible objection to using two different
compounds could be that one labe1 may preferentJ-a11y
be incorporated into one type of protein v¡hich would
appear as a new peak on polyacrlzlamide gels when
co-electrophoresed. However, this problem could be over-
come simply by reversing the ÌabeIs so that the other
compound is used to label the infected plants.
SECTTON 4. DTSCUSSION.
Initially 3ss-=lrtphate was used to label cucumber
proteins, both soluble and particulate, and differences
in the protein constitution of both healthy and infected
plants had to be ascertained by comparing two separate
polyacrylamide geI patterns from two separate extractj-ons.
In this way any differences in extraction procedure and
electropiroresis could produce artifactual results. Probably
because of the large quantity of host prote-ins present
reiative to the viral-induced components, the technique
r,tras too insensitive to detect the presence of the latter.
This suggested that two l-abel-s must be used, one to labe1
the host proteins, the other Lhe host plus viral-induced
ones. Radioactive amino acids were used since these should
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be oirectly incorporated into proteins; regrettably,
by none of the labeIling methods was label incorporated
into cucumber proteins, Of those methods tried, leaf
tissue slices, since they could incorporate 32p-ortho-
phosphab into nucleic acids, seemed the most promising.
Perhaps using more complex media developed by White (1934)
and Gautheret (1955), protein synthesis may occur.
As mentioned in Chapter II, perhaps the only
way that Cl,ff- and TRSV-induced protein and RNA species
are going to be found is by preparing single cell suspensions
of cucumber cells, healthy and infected. It may even be
possibler ês has been accomplished with tobacco meso-
phy1l protoplasts and TMV (Takebe and Otsuki, 1969) to
infect these cultures with CMV or TRSV.
For the practical reasons discussed it was
decided to investigate the properties of one viral-induced
proteín, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, more thoroughly




FROM HEALTHY AND TRSV-I NFECTED PLANTS
ON POLYACRYLAMTDE GE,LS "
Both healthy and one-dav TRSV-infected
plants \^/ere labe1led for 24 hr with 50 Uci of
35s-"oIphate per plant bv absorption through the
roots, The soluble proteins were extracted from
each and electrophoresed on separate high pH 7 '52
polyacrylamide ge1s, the gels sliced and counted
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FIGURE 6. EFFECT OF ACTTNOMYCTN D ON THE TNCOFPOR.A,-
r-* oa 3si-tu"nHATE rNTo soLUBLE 
'LANT
PROTETNS.
Actinomycin D (: yg/plant) was administered
through the roots and left for 24 hr. Proteins \^lere
then labe1Ied with 35s-=rrlphate (50 uCirlplant) and
the soluble proteins extracted, electrophoresed and
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FTGURN 7. TWO SEPARATE SOLUBILISATTONS OF THE
35 S-LABELLED PROTEINS FRO},I THE
16.000 q PELLET USTNG 0.1å SDS AND
O.5M UREA.
Healthy plants were labelled as before
with 50 UCi of 3ss-"rrlphate and l-6,000 9 pellet
obtained (see text). This pe11et was homogenised
with 0.13 SDS and 0.514 urea in buffer A and left
at room temperature for I hr. After centrifuga-
tion at I6,00q g for 10 min, 0.1 m1 samples of
the supernatants \,vere electrophoresed and the
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FTGURE 8. TWO SEPARATE SOLUBTLISATTONS OF THE
3Sr-"o"uLLED PRoTETNS FR.M THE
16,000 q PELLET USING 1.0? SDS
AND O.5M UREA.
Conditions \^rere the same as for Figure
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FTGURE 9. A COMPARISON OF THE1 O3 SDS AND O.5M
SOLUBÏLISED PROTEÌNS FROM HEALTHY
ATID TRSV-TNFECTED PLANTS.
Conditi-ons were the same as for
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FIGURE 10. A COMPARISON OF THE M9SO, SOLUBTLÏSED
35 S-LABELLED PROTEINS FROM HEALTHY
AND TRSV-INFECTED PLANTS.
The 16r000 g pellets obtained from both
healthy and one day TRSV-infected plants, were
íncubated with 66mM MgSOn at 37" for 30 min.
Centrifugation at 161000 g for 10 mín produced a
supernatant from which 0.1 mI samples were






























































































FTGURE 11. A COMPARTSON OF THE t00mM ltlgSo.¿ +
3513 SDS SOLUBTLISED S-LABELLED PROTETNS
FROM HEALTHY AND TRSV-INFECTED PLANTS.
Conditions \^Iere the same as for
Figure 10 except that.the 16,000 g pellets






























































































FTGURE 12. TNCORPORATTON OF S-SULPHATE TNTO
THE SOLUBLE PROTEINS TN LEAT' SLICES
V{ITH AND WTTHOT]T ACTINOMYCIN D.
Healthy leaf slices hTere prepared. as
described in the text and vacuurn infiltrated
with 50 uci of 35s-"rrlphate and incubated for 24
hr at 30" in the dark. Actinomycin D was vacuum
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CHAPTER FOUR
A COI,TPARISON OF TWO PLANT VIRUS-INDUCED RNA
POLYMERASES
67.
A CO},IPARISON OF TI^1O PLAI\JT VIRUS-TNDUCED RNA
POLYMERASES
Our laboratory previously reported the propertj-es
of a cMV-induced PNA-depend.ent RNA polymerase present in
bot-fi soluble and particulate fra.ctions of infected
cucumber cotyledons (Gi11il-and and Symons, 1968; May et âI.,
1969; May et al., l97O¡ May and Symons, l.97l-)- In order to
provide evidence that the CMV-induced enzyme is virus
specific and not simply due to activation of a latent
host enzyme, a comparison of the properties of the partly
purified RNA polymerases induced after infection by cMV
and the unrelated TRSV has been made. The RNA content
of the TRsv virion is twice that of c}4v (Randles and
Francki , l-965; Stace-Smith et â1., 1965). Any d.ifferences
found rvoul-d provide circumstantial evidence that the virus
specifies at least part of the RIIA polymerase since if the
RNA polymerase activity found was due to an'activation of
an already present but l-atent host enzyme, then ít might
be expected that infection with any Olant virus would
activate the same enzyme. However, i+- is guite possible
that, if the viral RNA replicating system of Cl4V and'
TRSV-infected plants is simitar to that of Qß phage, then
it would consist of one vira.i-cod.ed polypeptide and
several host-coded polypetpides (Kondo et aI. , 1-970;
Kamen, 1970). Hence the differences expected in partly
purified. enzyme preparations would most likely be smal1.
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SECTION 1. PROPERTTES OF THE SOLUBLE TRS\¡_TNDUCED RNA
POLYMER.ASE.
The method for the preparation of the partly
purified sol-uble RNA polymerase from TRSV-infected cucumber
cotyledons was the same as that used for the CMV-induced
RNA polymerase (l'tay et aI., l-969) except that plants
hrere harvested 2-4 days after infection, and is described
in Materíals and Methods. RNA polymerase activity was
assayed using o-32n-ern as the lah¡elled substrate in the
presence of 13ÍrM MgSOn as described in Materials and
Methods.
(a) Effect of Temperature, Time of Incubation
and pH of the Assay }4edium.
It was found that the optimum temperature for
TRSV-induced RNA polymerase activity was 37o and at this
temperature the incorporation of labelIed substrate into
RNA product was linear for at leasJ: 60 min. The optimum
pH for the reaction was between 8.0 and 8.5. These
results compare almost exactly to those reported for
CMV-induced RNA polymerase activity (ltay et aI., 1969) .
(b) Nucleoside Trip,rosohate Reguirements of
the Assay Medium.
The dependence on the presence of all four nucleo-
side triphosphates in the ¡neasurement ot soluble RNA
polymerase activity was investigated using o-32"-crn as
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labeiled substrate and omitting either one or all three
of the other triphosphates from the assav medium. Table
I shows that there seems to be an absolute requirement for
all four triphosphates for TRSV-infected plants, and these
results agree with the previous f inding of May e't al. ,
(I969) for CMV-infected cucumber cotyledons (shown fr¿r
comparison) .
(c) Effect of Magnesium fon Concentration on
the Assay Medium.
iìy varying the concentratj-on of tutg++ ions in the
assay medium from 0-50m¡4 it was found that the optimum
concentration for RNA polymerase activitv was between 6
and 30mM when yeast RNA was used as template. This
agreed almost exactly with the t',tg++ optimum profile for
CMV-induced RNA polymerase. When poly C rvas used as
. J--L
template the Mg" optimum was around 10mM compared to the
CMV-induced enzyme activity at 6-1CnM.
(d) Ef fect of Adding Varior'.s RNA Templates.
As with the CMV-induced soluble RNA polymerase,
the TRSV-induced enzyme showed activity with or without an
added RNA template (see May et al., I969i May and. Symons,
I97L). This presumably reflected the presence of an RNA
in the partly purif ied enzyrrìe preparations. It was found
that this activity present when no RltrA was added could be
competed out by addition of a template (Mayet â1., 1969;
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May and Symons, 1971) . The follorving RNA samples were
tested in the assay mi-xture to see if the TRS\¡-índuced
RNA polymerase would use them - 250 Ug of either yeast
RNA, TRSV RNA, CMV RNA, TMV RNA and also poly C. Results
showed that each of these templates were used and thus no
specificíty was shown towards TRSV RNA, a similar situation
to that found for the CMV-induced polymerase where no
specificity was shown by that enzyme for CMV RNA.
(e) Resi stance of the RNA Polymerase Activity
to Preincubation v¡ith Pancreatic Deoxvribonu-
clease, Actinomycin D or Phosphate.
Incubation of the TRSV-induced FNA polymerase with
pancreatic deoxyribonuclease (10 Vg/mL at 37" for 30 min),
actinomycin D or orthophosphate had no effect on the
incorporation of o-32n-G*n. This was similarly found. for
ttre CltfV-induced en zyme.
(f) Inhibition of the R.NA Polymerase Activity
by Preincubation with Ribonuclease or
Pyrophcsphate.
Incubation with pancreatic ribonuclease (S Vg/mI
at 37o for 30 min) or pyrophosphate caused an inhibition
of the incorporation of o-32n-GTp, a situation also found
with the CI4V-induced RNA polymerase.
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(g) Time Course of Ar:pea-rance of the TRSV-
induced Rl{A Polymerase.
Figure 13 shorvs the appearance of the solubl_e
virus-induced RNA polymerase in cucumber cotyled.ons as
a functi on of time after infection with Ct{V and TRSV and
with yeast RNA as template. The TRSV-induced RNA polymerase
rose rapid,ly after i day to a peak of activíty on the third
day and then decayed rapidly. By contrast the CMV-j_nduced
RNA polymerase activity rose to a plateau level after 10
days and remained there for a further 6 days (see also
Gi1liland and Symons , J-968; Ivfay eta1", 1970) . The same
time course of activity rvas found whether the polymerase
was assayed in the presence or absence of added RNA or
poly C, or when particulate fractions h/ere used (see Section
2). No RNA polymerase activity was detected in either
soluble or particulate fractions of uninfected plants
prepared under identical conditions or in extracts prepared
as described by Astier-Manifacier and Cornuet (I971) for
Chinese cabbage except that the agarose "ôlrrn., cfiromatography
step was omitt-ed
(h) Sedimentation Analysis of the RNA Polymerase.
The PNA polymerase from CMV-infected cucumber-cotyle-
dons was centrifuged through a 5-202 sucrose gradient
(figure 14) with haemoglobin as marker. Using the equation
of Mar';in and Ames (1961) and taking the mol. wt. of
haemoglc,bin to be 681000 daltons, the moI. wt. of the
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CMV-induced RNA polymerase was calcul.rted to be 123r000
daltons, confirming the value obtained by May et a1. (1969).
In contrast to the sharp peak of Cl'fi/-induced RNA polymerase
activity, the TRSV-induced enzyme activity showed a wide
activity profile with a mol. wt. rang.e of I20,000 to
180 r 000 daltons. Identical results \^/ere obtained when
poly C (100 Vg/assay) replaced yeast RNA as template.
Since these sedimentation profiles \4/ere reproducible
(0 experiments) it was conclud.ed that themol. wt. differences
reflected real differences in the structure of the soluble
enzymes and not just variations Ín the extraction technique.
(i) Properties of the Product of the Soluble
RNA Polvmerases.
The product of the RNA polymerase reaction was
isolated as follows. After incubation, the reaction mixture
containing the radioactive product (5-20 times the normal
assay size and about 2.5 x 106 cpm of labelled substrate/
assay) was shaken with SDS (fina1 concentration 1?) and
Chelex resin (Na*, 50 mg/ml) (I'eix et al. , 1967). An equal
volume of 7BZ aqueous pheriol was acided and the mixture
shaken vigorously for 10 nin. After centrifugation at
51000 g for 10 min the aqueous layer was collected and
most of the residual phenol removed by shaking with an
equal volume of ether. The ether-water mixture was
centrifuged at 51000 g for 10 min and the aqueous layer
removed, the RNA precipitated by the addition of two
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volumes of ice-cold ethanol and the precipitate dissolved
in 0.1-5M NaCl, 0.0151-[ sodium citrate, pH 7.0 (SSC) and used
for studies on the nature of the RNA product.
When either TRSV RNA or yeast RNA was used as
template for the TF-SV-jnduced RNA polymerase' more than
80? of the product was found to be resistant to digestion
with pancreatic ribonuclease (5"0- 10 Vg/mI at 37" for 30
min) either before or after phenol deproteinization of the
míxture. This resistance to ribonuclease indicated the
presence of a double-stranded RltrA structure. Similar
results \.r/ere found for the prodl ct of the Cl4V-ind.uced
RNA polymerase (May et al., 1969) .
SECTION 2. PROPERTIES OF THE PARTICULATE TRSV-TNDUCED
RNA POLYMERÄSE.
As with the solubl-e enzyme, the method of extraction
of the particulate TRSV-induced RNA polymerase from cucumber
cotyledons \^zas the same as that described for the particulate
CMV-induced enzlzme (May et a1., 1970) and is described in'
Ir{aterials and Methods. Here again pl.rnts hlere harvested
between 2 and 4 days after infection. RNA polymerase activity
rtras assayed as before with linearity lasting for about 60





particulate TRSV-'induced RNA polymerase had
requirement for all four nucleoside triphosphates,
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an optimum pH at a-bout 8.5, an optim'rm temperature at 37"
and an optimum ¡lg** ion concentration of between 20 and
30mM rvith yeast RNA as template. Again more than B0Z of
the phenol extracted prod.uct r.vas resist,ant to pancreatic
ribonucl-ease digesticn (S 10 tg/ml at 37o for 30 min).
(b) Solubilisa-tion of the Particulate RNA
Polymerase Activity.
May et aI. (1970) found that the Clv1V-induced
particulate RNA polymerase activity, dependent on an added
RNA template, could be released into the soluble phase b;'
two techniques; this solubilised enzyme had similar general
properties to the soluble CMV-induced RNA polymerase. It
was decided to see if the particulate TRSV-induced RNA
polymerase could be solubilised by the same techniques.
(i) MgSo, solubilisation.
Particulate PNA polymerase extracts (I6r000-P) were
prepared as described in Materials and Methods and made 70mM
with respect to MgSOn, incubated at 3'1" for 15 min, cooled
in ice and centrifuged at 25,000 E for 10 min. Tl:e super-
natant wa= collected and used as the rl{gSOn solubilised RNA
polyrnerase | .
For the CMV-induced particulate RNA polymerase
May et aI. (1970) found that 90? of the activity could be
solubilised by incubating with TOmM MgSOn. Also during the
normal assay of particulate polymerase with yeast RNA as
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tempJ-ate about 902 of the activitv was released into the
supernatant.
W-i-th the TRSV-ind-uced particulate RNA polymerase
approximately 10% of the activity assayed with yeast RNA
as template was released bv MgSOn incubation ai:d this vüas
always low and variabl-e. During a normal assay none of the
activity was released into the medium and the recovery was
only 35å r.vhen assayed with yeast RNA.
(ii) Freezing and thaiving solubilisation.
Particulate RNA polymerase extracts (16 r000-p)
prepared as described in lr{aterials and Methods were twíce
frozen in an ethanol-dry ice mixture follorved by thawing
in a water bath at 37" (liquid temoerature did not rise
about 4") . The preparation was centrifuged at 25,000 g
for 10 min and the supernatant used as the 'frozen and
tharved sol-ubilised RNA polymerase' .
Freezi-ng and thawing the particulate CMV-induced
RNA polymerase caused the release of 508 of the activity
assayed with yeast RNA as template. For the TRSV-induced
particulate enzyme very low (approx. 5U) and variabl-e rel_eas,:
was found by freezíng and thawing.
SECTION 3. DISCUSSTON.
The differences found in the size of the sol-uble
CivlV ancl TRSV-induced RNÃ polymerases and in the solubil-isation
of these enzymes from particulate fractions therefore provide
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circumstanti¿rl evidence for a viral-coded function in the
RNA polymerases studied.. The marked differences in the
rate of appearance and decay of the virus-induced RNA
polymerases after infection most likely only reflect
differences in the life cycle of the two viruses, but they
emphasize that the CMV-ind.uced enzyme system is much more
amenable to further characte::isation since the activity in
the plants lasts for a longer period of time.
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TABLE 1. NUCLEOTTDE TRTPHOSPHATE REQUTREMENTS OF THE
ASSAY SYSTEI{ USED FOR THE ¡.{EASUREMENT OF SOLUBLE RNA
POLYMERASE ACTIVITY IN PARTLY PURTFIED EXTRÃCTS OF
HEALTHY CMV AND TRSV-TNFECTED CUCUMBER COTYLEDONS.
Specifíc Enzymatic Activíty



















*from J. May, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Adelaide, I97L.
Assays were carried out as described i-n Materials and t'{ethods
with 1.0 mg of yeast RNA per assay.
FIGURE 13. EFFECT OF TTME AFTER VTRUS TNFECTTON
ON THE RNA POLYMEFÂSE ACTIVTTY TN
SOLUBLE EXTRACTS OF CUCUMBER
COTYLEDONS TNFECTED WTTH CMV OR TRSV.
Specific activity: pmoles of o-32n-
GTP incorporated into acid-insoluble material per


















FIGURE l-4. SEDIMENTATION PROFTLE OF THE SOLUBLE
VTRUS_INDUCED RNA POLYM.IRASES .
The partly purified TRSV-induced RNA
polymerase (2 mg of protein in 0.6 ml; prepared
from plants 3 days after infection) and haemo-
globin marker (2 mg) were centrifuged through
an 11.6 ml gradient of 5-202 sucrose in 0.1M
NH4C1, 9OmM 2-mercaptoethanol, 50mM Tris-HCl
buffer, pH 8.5, in a Beckman Svü41 rotor at 36,000
rpm for 17 hours. Fractions (q drop, 0.19 mI)
were collected from the bottom of the tube and
alternate fractions were assayed for RNA poly-
merase activity with 1.0 mg of yeast RNA per
assay (see Materials and ¡,lethods) or the optical
density read at 413 mU. The parLly purified
CMV-induced RNA polymerase (2 mg of protein in
0 .6 ml; prepared. f rom plants 9 d.ays after
infection) plus haemoglobin (2 mg) were centrif-
uged. at the same time under the same conditions
in a separate tube. Recovery of RNA polymerase











































PARTTAL PURIFICATTON OF TTIE CMV_INDUCED
RNA POLYT4ERÀSE
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PARTIAL PURIFTCATTON OF THE CMV-TNDUCED RNA POLY¡TER.A,SE
Having obtained circumstantial evidence for a
viral-coded function in the CMV-induced and TRSV-indrrced
RNA-dependent RNA pollzmerase (Chapter IV) , more precise
proof was sought. To show this definitely it would be
necessary Lo examine in detail the structure of the enzyme"
Obviously, to do this means that the enzyme must be pure.
Another longer term advantage of having a purified enzyme
r,vould be that it might be possible to obtain antibodies
to it. Attachment of a fluorescent or radioactive group
to this antibody, labelling sections of infected ceIls
and examining with the electron microscope where these
antibodies end up could provide good evidence to where viral
RNA is made in the host cell. Knowing where viral RNA is
being made would complement an investigation of viral-
induced protein and RNA species.
rnitially the purification of only the soluble
RNA polymerase vüas attempted.
SECTTON i. STMPLE PRECIPITATION STEPS.
The attempted purification was carried out on
the soluble enzyme, extractecl in buffer E as described
in Materials and Methods, 1 g of plants in 2 ml of
bu.ffer. This ammonium sulphate precipitate was dissolved
1in -/4 of the original volume of extraction buffer (i.:.,
L g of plants in 0.5 mI of buffer F) for all purification
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lvork. All operations were carried out at 4o unless other-
wise stated.
(a) Protamine Sulphate Precipitation.
This was tried in an attempt to remove most of
the green coloured material present in partly purified
ammonium sulphate extracts. Various solutions of
protamine sulphate were made 0.LU, 0.5?, L.02, L.sZl
2.02 (w/v ) in water. Division of the ammonium sulphate
prepared enzyme into five tubes was followed by the
addition of one of the protamine sulphate solutions to each
(0.05 m1 for every ml of enzyme extract) with constant
stirring. After centrif,ugation at 25,000 g for 10 min,
the supenatants were assayed for RNA polymerase activity
with yeast RNA as template. The following recoveries
hTere found:














Ivlost of the green-coloured material was found to be
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precipitated at protamine suJ-phate concentrations of
0.05% and higher. Thus it was decided to use a protamine
sulphate precipitation step (fina1 concenLration 0.05?;
0.05 ml of a 1.0å solution per ml of enzyme extract)
in the purifcation procedure.
(b) Acetone Fractionation.
In the purification procedure a concentration
step was required. ft was known that ammonium sulphate
could be used to precipitate the RNA polymerase but
this ha,f a disadvantage in that the enzyme must be
desalted before ion-exchange chromatography. Acetone
precipitatíon was therefore tried.
To the ammonium sulphate prepared enzyme was
added acetone at -15o with continuous stirring to a final
concentration of 202 (v/v); fractions of 0-202, 20-402,
40-50?, 50-'7 0? were collected by centrifugation at
25,000 g for 10 min and the pellets redissolved in I/4
the original volume in buffer F. These åissolved pellets
\^/ere assayed for RNA polymerase activity with yeast RNA
as template. Results obtained \.vere as follows : -












As these results were discouraging a 0-50%
cut was tried, but only 30å recovery could be achieved.
It was decided not to persevere with acetone precipitation.
(c) Ethanol Fractionation.
The technique here was similar to that used for
the acetone fractíonation except ethanol was added at 0".
Fractions 0-20?, 20-302 and 30-403 were prepared and the
pellets redissolved in t/n of the original volume of
buffer E. Results were as follows:-







These results showed extremely low recoveries from
ethanol preeipitation and it did not seem worthwhile to
continue with it. It was decided not to sperrd any more
time on precipitation procedures but to attempt to purify
the RNA polymerase further b1' column chromatography. Of
the precipitation steps tried only the protamine sulphate
one was of any practical use.
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SECTION 2. COLUI,OI CHROMATOGTìÀ,PHY PROCEDUFES.
Initially sma1l columns of the ion exchange
resin were used.. The enz)¡me preparation used for all
this work was the parLly purified soluble CMV-induced
RNA poiymerase prepared from a 50? ammonium sulphate
precipitation (as described ín Materials and Methods)
followed by protamine sulphate precipi tation (as
described in Section 1 of this chapter) and dialysis for
2 hr in buffer H (10% glycerol) with two changes of
buffer. For the remaínder of this chapter this enzyme
preparation will be referred to as the rpartly purifíed
enzyme extractr.
(a) DEAE-ce11ulose.
(i) Elution with KCI buffer.
Washed DEAE-ce1lulose (Cf ) was equilibrated over-
night wíth buffer H before pouring a small column 4 cm x
I cm. The partly purified enzyme extract was loaded onto
it and run very slowly through (1 mI in 15 min). No more
than 2 ml was ever loaded onto a column of this size. The
column was treated in the following ways and RNA polymerase
actívity determined in each fracticn.
Buffers Applied to Column (3 ml of each)
1. Run through and wash with buffer H
2. Washed with 0.15M KCl in buffer H
3. Eluted with 0.5M KCI in buffer H








It was found. that approximately 802 of the RNA poly-
merase bound to the DEAE-cellulose (this figure varied from
75-902 in different experiments; this presumably reflected
the ionic strength of the enzyme preparations caused by
differing efficiency of dialysis) . of this 803, some activity
wâs recovered after elution (25e" of the original actívity
loaded onto the column) but this was too low for a purification
step. Enzyme extracts containing more than 0.2M KC1 would r.ot
bínd to the DEAE-cel1ulose column.
(ii) Elution with K so buffer.
A símilar experiment to that just described was
conducted except that the column was washed with 0.15M K2SO4
and eluted with 0.5M K2SO4 in buffer H. Now 50U of the
activity was eluted by 0.5M K2SO4 and protein cstimations
showed a three-fold purification.
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(b) DEAE-sephadex.
After equilibrating washed DEAE-sephadex over-
night in buffer H, a smal1 (0 cm x 1 cm) column was poured
and washed with 10 mI of buffer H. The partly purified
enzyme extract was loaded on and run slorvly into it as
before (1 m1 in 15 min). Two types of elutions were then
carried out:-








and wash wíth buffer H
0.15M KCl in buffer H
0.5M KCI in buffer H
0.5M KCl in buffer H







1. Run through and wash with buffer H
2. I{ashed with 0.15M KCI in buffer H
3. Eluted with 0.75M KCl in buffer H





As can be seen from the results, it was necessary
to use a higher concentration of KCI than 0.5M for elution
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from DEAE-sephadex. Using 0.75M KCI, yields of about 60?
could be obtained and it was decided to attempt the elution
with a linear gradient on a iarger colun'n (10 cm x 2 cm).
4 ml- of the partly pu:r:ified enzyme extract r,vas loaded
onto the column and washed with l-0 mI of buffer H.
Elution was carried out with a línear KCI gradient of
0-0.75M in buffer H, the flow rate being 0.3 ml/min and
6 ml fractions collected. Fractions were assayed for RNA
polymerase activity with yeast RNA as template and
refractometry used to d.etermine KCl concentration in each
tube.
Regrettably no activity could be recovered from
the column in any of three experiments. Since the RNA
polymerase was stable at 4o overnight, it was concluded
that activity was béing lost by long exposure to the i.on-
exchange resin.
(c) Phospho-cellu1ose.
Phospho-cellulose has been used in the purificatíon
of other RNA poJ-ymerases (e.9., DNA-dependent RNÀ polymerase
from E. coli (Burgess, ),969) and phage Qß RNA replicase
(Kamen, L970) ). The resin was washed according to Burgess
(1969), equilibrated overníght in buffer H and a smalI
column (4 cm x 1 cm) poured. ParLly purified enzyme extract
(2 ml) vras loaded on and treated in the following way:-
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ft was found that 902 of the enzyme activity bound
to the column and about 702 could be recovered. It was
decided to try another salt for elution ín attempt to
increase recovery of the activity. Ammonium sulphate was
chosen since the RNA polymerase \,vas stable to this salt
during extraction. An experiment similar to that described
above was done except that the elution was carríed out with
1.0M ammonium sulphate in buffer H instead of the 2.0M KCl.
It was found that recoveries were as high as 803 relative
to the initial activity loaded onto the column. Thus it
seemed that phospho-ce11u1ose would be useful in the
purification procedure .
(d)' c¡,t-cellulose.
I{ashed CM-ce11u1ose was equilibrated cvernight
as before, a small column poured and a similar experiment
carried out as described for DEAE-cel1ulose with elution
with 0.5M KCl. Results were conclusíve no RNA
H
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polymerase activity would bind to the column, and most
other proteins would not either. Hence this resin was of
no use in the purif icatj-on procedure.
(e) RNA-ce1lu1ose,
This resin was tried since RNA, being a
substrate for the enzyme, ilây help to stabilise it. The
method used to prepare RNA-cellu1ose was that descríbed
by Fedoroff and Zinder (1971). However, after three
unsuccessful attempts at its preparation, further attempts
v/ere d.iscontinued.
(f) Poly C-sepharose.
Ihis was made by Dr. J.T. May in our laboratory
according to the method of Poonian et aI. (L97I) and stored
moist at 4", before use it was eguílíbrated overnight with
buffer H. A very smal1 column was poured (¡ cm x 0.5 cm)
and through this was run slowly 1 ml of partly purified
enzyme extract and treated with the follorvíng buffers:-





and wash with buffer H















About 902 of the RNA polymerase activity bound
C-sepharose. Using yeast RNA as template
t"hree-fold increase in specific activity after
poly C-sepharose chromatography.
SECTION 3. DISCUSSTON.
Although a purified enzyme lias not been achieved,
certain purification steps have been tried and found
successful. These are protamine sulphate precipitatj-on
of the original ammonium sulphaf:e prepared soluble enzyme,
stepwise elution from a DEAE-sephadex column with 0.75M
KCl, stepwise efution from a phospho-cell-uIose column
with 1.0M ammonium sulphate and a stepirise elution from
a poly C-sepharose column with 10OmM MgSOn. Only stepwise
elutions seem to be possible due to the ínstability of
the RNA polymerase once subjected to prolonged periods
of ion-exchange chromatography; linear gradient elution
may be possible with phospho-cellulose. This could
reflect the fact that the enzyme is made up of subunits,
as is suspected, and during chromatography these subunits
are being torn from the enzyme producing inactive
fragments. May (I97I) found that the enzyme lvas stable
in 50å glycerol for several weeks. Perhaps by running the
columns in higher glycerol (40-50%) or high sucrose
concentrations (60å), activity can be preserved during
chromatography.
Another possible way of increasing the purity
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of the enzyme ¡¡you1d be to run it through various columns
under conditions in which no RNA polymerase binds but
some other proteins do. For example, by loading the RNA
polymerase onto a DEAE-celluiose column in 0.3M KCI,
the RNA polymerase wil-l not bind to the column but some
other proteins and all the free RNA of mol. wt. of tPNA
and above wíII.
Thus the suggested way to purify the CMV-induced
RNA polymerase is to add protamine sulphate (0.05% final
concentration) to the ammonium sulphate prepared enzyme,
run ít through a small DEAE-cellulose column in 0.3I4 KCI,
and then subject the enzyme to phospho-cellulose
chromatography v¡ith either stepwise or gradient elution.
Affinity chromatography with RNA ce1lu1ose or poly C-sepharose
could be used to further purify the FNA polymerase.
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